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PROJECT SUMMARY 

This report marks the completion of a more than three-
year relationship between Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) 
and the subcontractor, Smith, Hinchman & Grylls Associates, 
Incorporated (SH&G). 

The major task under this subcontract was the develop-
ment of a computer program that would predict the performance 
of controlled lighting systems with respect to their energy-
saving capabilities. Paralleling the work at SH&G on the 
development of the computer program, two site installations 
were being set up and monitored by LBL. A low-voltage switch-
ing system was installed on the 58th floor of the World Trade 
Center in New York, NY, and,a dimming systemwas installed 
at the Pacific Gas and Electric building in San Francisco, CA. 
SH&G played a consulting role for these field installations, 
insuring that the physical measurements taken were meaningful 
and could be used to assess the accuracy of the. computer 
model being developed. Long-term real physical measurements 
have not been completed. Thus the program cannot yet be ver-
ified for a full year compared to actual physical measurement. 
Several trips were made to both sites throughout the course 
of this project, to review the installations and to discuss 
progress being made at SH&G and LBL. 

Principal SH'&G personnel performing the contract work 
were Mr. Martin McCloskey and Mr. Steven Stannard. LBL's 
technical expert on the. project was Mr. Francis Rubinstein, 
under the supervision of Dr. Rudy Verderber. 

V 



I 	CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK OF THE PROGRAM 

INTRODUCTION 

As the cost of energy continues to increase, sophisti-
cated lighting control systems designed to minimize energy 
consumption are proving more cost-effective. If a designer 
is to evaluate the performance of lighting control systems 
for their energy-saving capabilities, an unbiased mathematical 
model which compares different control systems on an equal 
basis is an important tool. The purpose of the computer pro-
gram described in this report is to provide that model. 

In theory, a lighting control system which continuously 
monitors the available artificial and natural light within a 
space and supplies only the power required to provide light 
to meet some specified criteria illuminance level, and no 
more, should be able to optimize the energy-saving capabili-
ties of that lighting control system. Because of the poten-
tial for constantly varying power consumption due to this 
Equi-Illumination Dimming '(EID) system, the computer is erm-' 
ployed to help in modeling the performance of these types of 
systems. 

The computer program discussed here provides a mathemat-
ical model from which comparisons can be made, on an economic 
basis only, of how different systems perform. The program 
does not calculate daylighting, but rather uses daylighting 
values as input. Just as with any model, results obtained 
can only be as reliable as the input used to generate these 
results. Calculations can also be done on simple control 
systems which do not respond to daylighting. 

The program analyzes control schemes exclusively on an 
economic basis, considering only the energy consumed directly 
by the lighting system. No attempt has been made to account 
for any additional savings realized in HVAC systems when 
lighting systems are controlled. The program makes no state-
ment about the user acceptance of lighting control systems 
or about the aesthetic qualities of the use of daylighting 
within interior spaces. 

The major components of the program are discussed in this 
documentation. Several examples are included to explain how 
to run the program. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS AND VARIABLES 

E 	- 	A value in footcandles which is the criterion 
•c 	 illuminance value tobe maintained over some 

specified time span. This level is to be 
maintained by the combined contributions of 
natural and artificial light. 

E 	- 	A value 1n footcandles which is the amount of 
natural light available from daylighting con-
tributions at any point in time. A continuous 
curve of this value is constructed from a few 
input data points for three days during the 
year. 

EID 	- 	Equi-Iilumination Dimming is the concept of 
lighting control systems for which this pro-
gram was particularly developed. A sensing 
device monitors all available light within a 
space. As En  increases or decreases, the 
light output and consequently the power input 
of the artificial lighting system is altered 
to maintain a specified criterion illuminance 
value. 

MF 	- 	Maintenance Factor. A 
combined effect of all 
to a decrease in total 
tificial lighting syst 
values for a five-year 
input. 

number expressing the 
factors contributing 
light output of an ar-
m over time. Year-end 
period are expected 

p 
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THEORETICAL BASIS OF PROGRAM 

A paperwritten by Mr. Steven Stannard entitled "An 
Economic Analysis of Supplemental Skylighting for Industrial 
and Office Buildings", which appeared in the. July, 1979 issue 
of the Journal of the Illuminating Engineering Society served 
as the theoretical basis for this computer program. Certain 
additions and deletions have been made in what now constitute 
the final mathematical model used, and these changes will he 
discussed herein. 

Power Input vs. Light Output Relationship 

The program can analyze anyone of three power input vs. 
light output relationships: continuous dimming with a linear 
response, continuous dimming with a non-linear response, or 
discrete stepped response. The linear case is treated as in 
Stannard's paper, with the maximum and minimum values of 
power input and light output being all that is needed to 
describe the complete relationship. Non-linear response is 
described by linear interpolation between ordered pairs of 
power vs. light which describe the curve, and the stepped 
response also consists of a number of ordered pairs. Any of 
these options can be used with or without daylighting, and 
thus, there are six distinct modes of control system operation. 

Daylighting Curve Fitting Over a Day 

A sin series of the form shown in the paper is still 
used to fit the input daylight values over the course of a 
day. At the user's discretion, more than three values can be 
used to build the curve. It is assumed that solar sunrise 
and solar sunset have values of E n  = 0 so that if three values 
are input, a total of five, points are available, to construct 
the curve. 	 ., . 	 . 	 . 	 . 	 . 
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Describing a Control Scheme 

A complete control scheme for some given space may have 
up to seven different control days that are assumed to occur 
each week throughout the year. A control day consists of a 
unique Ec  histogram and an associated energy cost rating 
block structure for that day. The constraint of one criterion 
value from start to stop is no longer necessary, and any 
combination of time blocks with varying values of Ec  can be 
specified and analyzed. 

Daily Energy Consumption 

In determining total daily energy consumption for a day, 
one needs to know the power required to supply some level of 
aritificial illuminance and the times interval that that 
power is required. The method of Fourier series integration 
which was used to get the total energy value as the "area 
under the curve" proves too cumbersome when multiple Ec 
blocks are allowed, and a slightly different approach has 
been taken. The algorithm now used for each control day can 
be described as follows: Each separate time block specified 
with its unique Ec  and dollars/KWH value is divided up into a 
number of smaller equal time zones (currently 50). Through-
out any block, a constant Ec  value and cost/KWH value exist, 
by definition. If daylighting is present, the E.curve is 
interpolated at the center of each small time zone to get a 
value of En  available during that time zone. Knowing this 
value and the required Ec, Ec - En  becomes the amount of 
light which must be supplied by the artificial lighting 
system. Knowing the power input vs. light output relation-
ship, the amount of power required to supply this level can 
be calculated and knowing the time increment, the energy 
follows directly. Moving from zone to zone across the time 
scale for the entire day enables the total energy value for a 
particular control scheme day to be calculated. This value 
is then weighted by the total number of days per week that 
that particular control scheme is used. 

This same process occurs of each separate control day 
and the weighted sum of all such control days becomes the 
representative daily energy consumption value for that day. 
This process occurs for four days during the year when day-
lighting is present; March 21, June 21, September 21, and 
December 21. 
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Maintenance Factor 

As light output depreciates over time, more power is 
required to provide a specified value of aritificial illumi-
nance, and thus, the maintenance factor plays a part in total 
energy consumption and the costs associated with it. The 
effect of maintenance factors is treated as described in 
Stannard's paper for all control system modes except one. In 
the case of stepped control response where no daylightirig is 
present, the maintenance factor is not considered. Such 
systems usually respond to a specified power input scheme and 
stepping to higher levels of light as the system depreciates 
below original Ec  values is not done. 

Yearly Energy Consumption 

As elaborated in the enclosed paper, total energy con-
sumption values for the soistices and equinoxes serve as the 
data points to build a curve of yearly energy patterns. From 
this curve the technique of Fourier series integration can be 
used to give monthly or yearly values of energy and operating 
costs. As daylighting conditions can be broken up into clear 
and cloudy days, a separate curve is generated for each con-
dition and weighting factors on a monthly basis are used to 
determine the net effect. 

Economic Analysis 

The program now incorporates a life cycle cost model to 
enable the designer to compare different systems on an 
economic basis. Yearly operating costs are calculated in 
conjunction with energy consumption values, and the operating 
costs of the base and controlled systems are known. In ad-
dition, initial costs associated with a control system can be 
specified, as well as a salvage value of the equipment at the 
end of its economic life. Present Worth and Savings Invest- 
ment Ratio techniques are employed to give two separate methods 
of economic comparison of a controlled lighting system against 
baseline conditions. 
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Summary 

The main theoretical concepts presented in Stannard' s 
original work have been incorporated and expanded upon in 
this computer program. The uncertainty of the reasonableness 
of only three daylight values being used to describe the 
entire day has been removed by allowing for more input points. 
It remains to be seen .whether only four days of information 
per year are enough to describe yearly variations. Ongoing 
field tests to gather actual measurements will help in that 
assessment, and even if more days are deemed necessary, the 
basic theory remains the same. 



ASSUMPTIONS USED IN THE COMPUTER MODEL 	 '. 

There are several assumptions used in this computer 
model which the user must be aware of in preparing to do 
analysis. These assumptions are liste.d in order of impor-
tance with respect to their effect on producing useful 
results. 

1. 	The Creation of Ec  Histograms for Control.Schemes, and 
Corresponding Input Values of E n  are Meaningful and Relate 
to the Same Sensor Point or Area in the Controlled Space. 

The theory of an Equi-Illumination:Dimming (EID) control 
system is that somewhere within, the space there is a sensor 
which monitors available light, both artificial and natural 
and supplies information to the artificial lighting system as 
to how much light (and, thus, power) is required to maintain 
a certain criterion level Ec  of illuminance.' Often the sensor 
cannot be placed directly.at the location where constant 
illumination is desired, such as on a desk top. The sensor 
need not necessarily be at the location of the desired Ec, 
but what must occur is that the relationship between what the 
sensor reads and the variation in the light level at the, 
actual point of concern must be a linear relationship. If a 
sensor looks at the variation in wall luminance, for instance, 
changes in that value must relate to a proportionate change 
which would occur at the actual point of concern. For example, 
if the sensor monitors 70 footlamberts when there are 70 
footcandles provided on the desk surface where a constant 
level is desired, the sensor should monitor, 10 footlamberts 
when there are 10 footcandles on the desk surface. 

Related to this is the, requirement that. all specified 
values of E'c,  calculated values of Ec,  and the value of maxi-
mum artificial illuminane available must all relate to the 
same point or group of points. If the sensor monitors what 
happens on a desk surface, the criterion illuminance histo-
gram should be constructed for that location,' daylighting 
calculations, if needed, should be done to give E n  values at 
that location, and the value of maximum artificial foot-
candles available should also be at that location. One can-
not expect an accurate model of the performance ,of the 
control system if all of these parameters do no relate to the 
same point in space 	If the user remembers that according to 
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the EID theory, every En footcandle available will directly 
replace the need for some artificial lighting and, conse-
quently, the power required to supply that light, then this 
assumption should not present any problems to the user. 

Note: Although throughout this report the EID system is 
being discussed in terms, of providing constant values of 
classified footcandles, this is more of a practical 
requirement than a theoretical one. If the mechanisms 
were available which could maintain constant visibility, 
for instance, or constant Visual Comfort Probability 
(VCP), then the model of this program could still be 
used but put in terms of this other parameter rather 
than footcandles. It is felt that for the foreseeable 
future, EID systems based on classical footcandles will 
be the most common types of systemE. 

Control System Response to Changes in Ec  is Instantaneous, 
and Actual System Response Follows the Specified Power Input 
vs. Light Output Relationship Exactly. 

This is partly an assumption and partly the nature of 
the exactness of the computer model which will not be real-
ized in actual physical conditions. If an Ec  histogram shows 
a step function of 50 footcandles up until 10:00 a.m., and 
then jumps to 70 footcandles, the power requirements associ-
ated with that jump will also occur instantaneously and 
energy calculations will be based upon this change. With a 
real system, there would be transition time in going from one 
step to the next and, therefore, measured energy consumption 
will probably not match predicted energy consumption exactly. 

Secondly, the curve which expresses the power input vs. 
light output response is an ideal expression which will not 
always be realized in the actual physical condition. The 
model assumes that the power required to produce a certain, 
level of artificial light to meet some specified Ec  will 
always be supplied correctly with no variation from the curve 
given. Again, real world conditions will probably not behave 
as precisely, and so predicted energy savings will vary some-
what from that physically measured. 

Assume That 4 Days Worth of. Daylighting Information is 
Suitable to Describe the Effects of Daylighting on Total 
Energy Over the Course of the Year. 



This assumption cannot be addressed specifically at this 
time because long term field measurements have not been taken. 
With data for September 21 being identical to that for March 
21, only three days of information actually have to be calcu-
lated. Since for each day of daylighting analysis at least 
three daylighting calculations for both clear and cloudy 
conditions must be generated, it is hoped that the current 
model proves adequate. Presently, even a simple run of the 
program with daylighting requires 18 daylightinq calculations, 
and if number grows too large, the work involved to run the 
program may be prohibitive. 

Maintenance Factors are Assumed to Vary in a Linear 
Fashion Throughout the Course of Any One Year. 

As discussed in the section on the scope of work for 
this project, a curve fitting technique for maintenance 
factors was not deemed necessary. It is felt that the 
assumption of linear variation over the course of the year 
will pose no problem in. program accuracy, and the added 
flexibility of having easily input intermediate maintenance 
factors within the five year period of analysis adds to the 
capabilities of the program. 

% Clear Sky Input Values Assume Clear Sky Conditions 
with the Remainder Being a Cloudy Sky Condition. 

Partly cloudy daylighting conditions cannot be calcu-
lated accurately at present, and thus, all daylighting is 
assumed to fall into either the clear sky or cloudy sky con-
dition. An input parameter of % clear sky per month deter -
mines the weighting for each of these conditions. If and 
when partly cloudy daylighting conditions can be calculated, 
the program can be altered to accommodate this change. 



DISCUSSION OF INPUT DATA 

The program is set up to be able to operate in a corn-
pletely interactive mode, where the user is at a remote 
terminal supplying the needed information as requested, or to 
be run from a data 'file which has been previously created. In 
either case, familiarity with the order of input data re-
quired is needed, as is knowledge of what each value of input 
means. To assist the user in this, each input prompt is 
listed in order of appearance, followed by a brief discussion 
of what that value means, and the most likely place to obtain 
that information. 

• ENTER UP TO 5 LINES TO BE PRINTED AS HEADING ON THE 
OUTPUT; NO MORE THAN 80 CHARACTERS PER LINE. ENTER A 
BLANK LINE AT THE END IF LESS THAN 5 LINES 

Rather self-explanatory, this input is simply a way of 
putting an alphanumeric heading of the user's choosing at the 
top of the output. For reference, it is helpful if the name 
of the input file used is included in this information. 

• AREA AFFECTED BY CONTROL SCHEME (SQ. FT.) 

The total room floor area which is affected by the control 
scheme is to be input in square feet. With this, system 
wattage and cost information can be input in on a per square 
foot basis, which i's the way this information is usually 
available. 

• WILL CONTROL SYSTEM UNDER CONSIDERATION BE CONTINUOUS 
DIMMING OR STEPPED CONTROL? 

Depending upon the power input vs. light output re-
lationship of the control system under analysis, an input of 
either STEP or CONT is sufficient for this question. De-
pending upon this response, the following information will be 
asked of the power input vs. light output characteristics of 
the control system. 

• (if stepped control) NUMBER OF DISCRETE STEPS FOR WHICH 
POWER INPUT VS. LIGHT OUTPUT RELATIONSHIP IS KNOWN 
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From one to fifteen different sets of ordered pairs of % 
power input vs. % light output can be input to describe this 
relationship, and the number of steps should be input here. 

• (if stepped control) INPUT ORDERED PAIRS OF POWER INPUT 
AND LIGHT OUTPUT: POWER (%), LIGHT (%) 

The ordered pairs need not be in any particular order 
but, of course, must be in pairs to insure correct results. 
For a stepped relationship, these percentage values should be 
readily accessible from the technical literature describing 
the control system characteristics. It is important to re-
member that these values be input as percentage values. 

• (if continuous dimming) IS POWER INPUT VS. LIGHT OUTPUT 
A LINEAR OR NON-LINEAR RELATIONSHIP 

A response of either LIN or NON is sufficient for this 
question. Depending on this response, the following infor-
mation will be asked of.the power input vs. light output 
characteristics of the control scheme. 

(if linear) MAX. POWER INPUT, MIN. POWER INPUT (%) 

The end points of the curve for the linear relationship 
are all that is required to describe the behavior of the 
system throughout its range. Power input values are expected 
at this time, and corresponding light output values with the 
next question. 

• (if linear) LIGHT OUTPUT AT MAX POWER, LIGHT OUTPUT AT 
MIN POWER (%) 

As described above, these values provide càmplete infor-
mation for the linear curve. This information should be 
available from manufacturers data. 

• (if non-linear) INPUT THE NUMBER OF ORDERED PAIRS OF % 
POWER INPUT AND % LIGHT OUTPUT WHICH WILL BE USED TO 
DESCRIBE THE NON-LINEAR RELATIONSHIP 
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As was the case with, stepped control, up to fifteen 
different sets of ordered pairs of power input and light 
output can be used, and the number of ordered pairs should be 
input here. 

• (if non-linear) INPUT ORDERED PAIRS OF POWER INPUT AND 
LIGHT OUTPUT AVAILABLE: POWER (%), LIGHT (%) 

It is from these ordered pairs of points that a curve is 
constructed, using linear interpolation between input points. 
The number of input pairs should be sufficient in number to 
reasonably describe the non-linear nature of the curve. A 
curve of this nature should by supplied by the control system 
manufacturer. 

MAXIMUM ARTIFICIAL ILLUMINANCE AVAILABLE (FC) 

The space under consideration will have some lighting 
system layout, 'and depending on the type of equipment, den-
sity of luminaires, etc, the light level at full output will 
vary. This value should be calculated for the layout within 
the controlled space, and if sensor controls are involved, 
should correlate with the sensor location. It is assumed 
that this light level will be supplied initially under full 
power input and light output conditions, and will depreciate 
over time in accordance with specified year end maintenance 
factor values. 

• MAXIMUM POWER AVAILABLE (WATTS/SQ. FT.) 

To convert percentage power values to actual wattage 
values, this number is needed, and should be the wattage 
loading at full light output. 

• DOES CONTROL SYSTEM UNDER ANALYSIS RESPOND TO DAYLIGHTING? 

A YES or NO response will indicate whether the control 
system responds to natural illuminance in an Equi-IlluminaflCe 
Dimming (EID) mode. 

Note: If daylighting is present, the following infor-
mation will be required. 
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. LONGITUDE OF SITE 

The value of degrees longitude ranges from 7180 to 180 
and is necessary to convert from civil time to solar time 
when requesting calculated natural illuminance (En ) values. 
All input times to the program are in civil time, but E 
values input are equally spaced around solar noon, with solar 
sunrise and solar sunset being set to zero within the program. 

. NUMBER OF TIME ZONES WEST OF GREENWICH 

This value also plays a part in converting from civil 
time to solar time when requesting daylighting input. A 
table of these values for the United States is included in 
the - program user's guide. 

. % CLEAR SKY PER MONTH 

Daylighting curves for both clear and cloudy sky con-
ditions can be analyzed in the program, and this value is 
used as a weighting function on a monthly basis. Separate 
calculations for total yearly energy consumptions are done 
for both clear and cloudy sky conditions, if present, and the 
percentage contribution to monthly energy consumption due to 
each of these conditions is determined with this value. 

Percent clear sky information on a monthly basis are 
available from various sources for typical climates through-
out the country. 

. INPUT SKY CONDITIONS FOR DAYLIGHTING: CLEAR OR CLOUDY 

As indicated, the word CLEAR or CLOUDY is expected here, 
and either condition can be input first. When all data is 
input for one condition, the program will prompt for similar 
data for the other condition. 

• NUMBER OF VALUES OF NATURAL ILLUMIANCE TO INPUT FOR EACH 
DAY 
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When building a-curve to describe how the values of 
daylighting vary over the course of a day, any odd number of 
points can be used as input to build the curve. Whatever 
number is specified must be used for all three days of 
analysis, March 21, June 21, and December 21, for either 
clear or cloudy conditions. The number of values of illumi-
nance input to build the curves may be different for the 
clear and, cloudy cases. 

• HOUR OF SUNRISE IN CIVIL TIME ,, MARCH 21 

Input the time of sunrise in civil time for this data. 
This value can be obtained from several sources for the site 
location in question. 

NATURAL ILLUMINANCE AT: (TIMES LISTED) 

Calculated values of En  at the times indicated should be 
input for the day in question. Daylighting calculations are 
not done by this program but, rather,' are expected as input, 
and can be done via hand calculations, compute simulation or 
whatever method is deemed suitable. The values calculated 
must correlate to the location(s) of sensors within.the space 
being controlled. An explanation of this requirement is more 
clearly explained ma discussion of program assumptions 
which appear in another portion of this report. This data is 
also required for June 21 and December 21 days, for both 
clear and cloudy sky conditions. 

• HOUR OF SUNRISE IN CIVIL TIME, JUNE 21 

Similar to information for March 21, and is also re-
quired for December 21. This data is only required to be 
given once, since either clear or cloudy, sky conditions will 
share the same sunrise values. 

(end of optional daylighting input) 

• WILL SYSTEM BE MAINTAINED BEFORE THE END OF FIVE YEAR 
CYCLE? . 	 . 	. 	 . 

Year-end maintenance factors for a full five year period 
can be input into the program to account for the depreciation 
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over time of artificial illuminance. If some intermediate 
maintenance will be done on the system within the five year 
time span, the response should be YES, otherwise, the re-
sponse should be NO. 

• (if intermediate maintenance) HOW MANY TIMES? 
NOTE: CLEANING MUST OCCUR AT YEAR END 

Up to four values of intermediate maintenance would be 
physically possible, although in a practical application it 
is doubtful whether there would ever be more than one occur-
rence of intermediate maintenance within the five year time 
span. 

• (if intermediate maintenance) AT THE END OF WHAT YEAR(S) 
WILL THE SYSTEM BE MAINTAINED? 

Indicate the year end for each time maintenance will be 
done as specified in the previous input. 

• INPUT MAINTENANCE FACTOR AT YEAR END FOR: YR 1, YR 2, 
YR 3, YR 4, YR 5 	 : 

A value, presumably less than 1.0, is to be input to 
indicate total system depreciation at the end of each year 
for the five year time span. If intermediate maintenance is 
specified, these values input should be the year end mainte-
nance factor before year end maintenance takes place. 

• (if intermediate maintenance) INPUT MAINTENANCE FACTOR 
AFTER INDICATED CLEANING AT END OF YEAR(S): 

For those years when intermediate maintenance is to be 
done, a maintenance factor after cleaning occurs must be 
input. A graphical presentation of how these factors affect 
the maintenance curve is shown in the program user's guide. 

Maintenance factor values specified should indicate 
total system depreciation due to lamp aging, dirt accumu-
lation, etc. This type of information is readily available 
from the IES Handbook or some other reference source on 
lighting. 
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• NUMBER OF DAYS PER WEEK BUILDING LIGHTING SYSTEM IS 
UTILIZED 

An interger number between one and seven is expected 
here, and the combination of all different control schemes 
and their days of operation should add up to this total 
value. If a building is not in operation on weekends, for 
instance, this value would be five. 

• NUMBER OF DIFFERENT DAILY CONTROL SCHEMES USED 

From one to seven different control schemes described by 
a unique Ec  histogram and cost/kilowatt hour rate schedule 
can be input into the program. Each control scheme specified 
is assumed to occur on a weekly basis throughout the year. 

For each separate control scheme, the following infor-
mation is required: 

• HOURS OF CONTROL SYSTEM OPERATION: START, STOP 

Input start and stop times for each control system in 
decimal hours with values from 0.0 to 24.0. All time blocks 
with their respective Ec  values must occur within these 
specified time limits. 

OVERALL CRITERION ILLUMINANCE LEVEL 

The most commonly occurring value of Ec  within the start 
and stop times can be input here, and any control blocks 
which differ from this will be specified separately. 

• NUMBER OF DAYS OF THE WEEK CONTROL SCHEME IS IN OPERATION 

This value is used as a weighting factor so that control 
schemes which occur more than one day per week need only be 
put in once. If a building was in operation seven days per 
week and had one control scheme in operation during the week 
and a different one on the weekend, the values of five and 
two respectively would be input for this question as each of 
these schemes is being described. 
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. INPUT TYPE OF CONTROL: TASK, OCCUPANCY OR LOAD 

For convenience sake, an entire control scheme, or any 
part of that scheme, could be attributed to a response to one 
of these three factors. The input requirements are identical 
for TASK, OCCUPANCY or LOAD inputs, and these items can work 
in conjunction with each other. If a given time block is 
affected by more than one of these factors, the lastest input 
takes priority, and thus, task is overridden by occupancy, 
and occupancy by load. 

Although the program will behave properly, however, the 
total Ec  histogram is finally described, it does prove help-
ful if control scheme needs are thought of with respect to 
these three factors of task requirements, space occupancy 
scheduling, and load shedding demands, if they exist. 

• NUMBER OF TIME BLOCKS WITH A SPECIFIC CRITERION ILLUMINANCE 
LEVEL FOR SPACE SCHEDULING CONTROL 

Within any one control scheme day, each time block which 
has an Ec  value different from that of the overall criterion 
illuminance value must be specified, and the number of those 
blocks should be indicated here. 

. START TIME, STOP TIME AND CRITERION ILLUNINANCE FOR EACH 
BLOCK 

• For the number of time blocks indicated in the previous 
input, these values must be specified. The entire set of 
these blocks along with the overall value of Ec  previously 
input thus constitute one complete control scheme day. All 
subsequent calculations for power needs and total energy 
usage for the controlled system are based upon this infor-
mation. 

• ENTER THE OVER COST/KWH (DOLLARS) 

• 	Similar in concept to the Overall value of Ec,  the most 
commonly occurring value of the cost of energy should be 
input here. 

. ENTER THE NUMBER OF TIME BLOCKS WITH A DIFFERENT COST/KWH 
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up to three different energy cost rates can be input at 
various times during the day, to recognize an energy rate 
structure which may have off-peak, on-peak, or other variable 
costs throughout the day. 

• ENTER START TIME, STOP TIME AND COST/KWH (DOLLARS) FOR 
EACH BLOCK 

The format of this information is identical to that for 
specifying different values of Ec.  It is not necessary that 
time blocks for different Ec  values correlate with time blocks 
of different cost/KWH values. These two divisions can be 
treated independently by the user, and are combined within 
the program. 

• COST TO DESIGN CONTROL SYSTEM (DOLLARS/SQ. FT.) 

Often a forgotten item when 'considering the costs associ-
ated with implementing a control system is the design cost. 
Except for very simple systems, some analysis and design time 
will be needed and the owner will have to pay for these costs. 
This value, if present , should be expressed in dollars per 
square foot. 

COST OF CONTROL SYSTEM EQUIPMENT (DOLLARS/SQ, FT.) 

For the total area being considered, all costs associ-
ated with the equipment for the control system should be 
input. This value should account only for the additional 
costs incurred because of the control system, and not include 
any costs which would be required whether the lighting system 
was controlled or not. As with system design costs, this 
value should be expressed in dollars per square foot. 

COST TO INSTALL CONTROL SYSTEM (DOLLARS/SQ. FT.) 

Installation costs, on a dollar per square foot basis, 
which would occur due to having the control system, must be 
input and should reflect only those differential installation 
costs which would not occur if no control system was used. 

• DIFFERENTIAL YEARLY MAINTENANCE COST OF CONTROL SYSTEM 
(DOLLARS/SQ. FT.) 



An annual expense which relfects the difference in total 
maintenance costs between a controlled and non-controlled 
system. If it were the case that maintenance costs were 
lower with the controlled system than a non-controlled system, 
this value should be input as a negative amount. 

• SALVAGE VALUE OF THE CONTROL SYSTEM AT THE END OF ITS 
ECONOMIC LIFE (DOLLARS) 

If the control system has any cash value at the end of 
its useful life, that value can be indicated here. Often the 
salvage value amount is too small to affect the economic 
analysis. It is possible to have a negative dollar value 
here if, for example, it costs money to remove the system at 
the end of its economic life. 

ECONOMIC LIFE OF SYSTEM- (YEARS) 

This value should be an integer and serves as the time 
span for economic life cycle analysis. This could be the 
life of the control system hardware itself, or perhaps the 
economic life of the building it is in. Consideration should 
be given to the possibility of techinical advances in the 
field of lighting controls which may make the economic life 
of the system far shorter than its physical life. 	- 

• OVERALL INTEREST RATE 

In any economic analysis, the cost of money should be 
considered, and the prevailing rate of interest for invest-
ments is this value. 
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II USER'S GUIDE 

POWER INPUT VS. LIGHT OUTPUT OPTIONS 

Any one of three different power input vs. light output 

relationships can be used to express the characteristics of 

the lighting control system. 

This data is usually expressed as a percentage, and to 

convert to actual power input and light output values, the 

total area of the controlled space, the maximum artificial 

footcandle level available and the watts per square foot 

loading to provide that footcandle level are required input. 

The three options available are: (1) discrete steps of power 

input and light output; (2) continuous dimming where power 

input vs. light output is a linear relationship; and (3) 

continuous dimming where power input vs. light output is a 

non-linear relationship. 

Discrete Stepped Control 

Up to 15 different ordered pairs ([%] power input, f%] 

light output) can be input to describe this relationship. If 

Ec for a time block does not match an input step, the next 

higher value of power input and corresponding light output 

will be used. 

Continuous Dimming - 'Linear Relationship 

The maximum and minimum values of the power input range 

and the corresponding light output at those values must be 

known. All values should be expressed in percent. 
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Continuous Dimming - Non-Linear Relationship 

Up to 15 ordered pairs ([%] power input, [%] light out-

put) can be used to build a curve which describes this 

relationship. The curve is formed by simple linear interpo-

lation between input points. 

Figure 1 shows a sample curve for each of these three 

options. The complete control system input which creates a 

curve representing the actual conditions is shown in Figure 2. 

Fig. l.a Discrete stepped relationship 
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Fig. 1.b 	Continuous dimming, linear relationship 
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Fig. 1.c 	Continuous dimming, non-linear relationship 
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Fig. 2 

Type of Control: 	Continuous Dimming - Linear 

Area in square Feet: 1,000 

Maximum Power Input: 100% 

Maximum Power Input: 20% 

Maximum Light Output: 100% 

Minimum Light Output: 10% 

Max. Artificial Footcandles: 100 

Watts/Sq. Ft. at Maximum: 3.0 

Caution: If an Ec value is specified which extends beyond 

the range that the control system is capable of providing, 

the program will not give accurate results. 
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Fig. 3 	Sample Ec  histogram for a typical control day 

13 

The graph of Figure 3 could be thought of as an Ec  histo-

gram over the course of a typical day for a controlled lighting 
system. If there is no daylighting contribution into the 

space, the artificial lighting system alone will be controlled 

to provide the criteria illuminance levels specified for the 

time blocks shown. Compared against abaseliñe condition of 

full power input over the entire day, the resultant energy 

savings for the control scheme can be determined in a straight-

forward manner. 

If.the control systemresponds to daylighting in an 

equi-illumination dimming (EID) fashion, power consumption is 

a continuously varying quantity which is monitored over the 

hours of building operation. 
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Up to seven different daily control schemes can be de-

scribed. It is assumed that the control scheme(s) input 

occur on a weekly basis throughout the entire year. The 

program is not set up to conveniently model an event such as 

having the system turned off for one week in December, for 

example, since yearly patterns are built up from day of.the 

week control schemes which occur every week of the year. 

A typical control system may occur five days of the 

week, with another pattern of control on weekends. This can 

be input conveniently by indicating the control scheme 

characteristics with a weighting factor for the number of 

days per week this particular. scheme is in operation. 

The baseline condition is the energy consumed over the 

hours of control systm operation, from start to stop, with 

the system power input set to provide the maximum artificial 

illumination level for that entire time period. 

Variations from the overall criterion illumination level 

can be input to respond to: (1) Task criteria; (2) Occupancy 

requirements; or (3) Loadshedding. Start and stop times and 

the Ec  for that time block or blocks are needed to describe 

this behavior. The relationship of these three options is 

best shown by the following simple example: 

Assume that the building is in operation from 6:00 a.m. 	 - 

to 6:00 p.m., with an overall criterion illumination 

level of 70 footcandles. This condition is represented 

by Figure 4. 
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Fig. 4 	General Overall Criterion of 70 fc from 

6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 

Task requirements are met by the overall criterion value 

in the morning, but the nature of the task requires an 

Ec of 90 footcandles from 1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. This 

is shown in Figure 5. 
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Fig. 5 Ec  value of 90 footcandles from 1:00 p.m. until 

5:00 p.m. to meet task requirements 
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Building occupancy patterns are such that from6:00 a.m. 

to 7:30 a.tn., 12:00 noon to 1:00 p.m., and from 5:3 ,0 

p.m. to 6:00 p.m., a general light level of 35 foot- 

candles is sufficient, as indicated by Figure 6. 

Ec (fc) 
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0 	 6 7.5 	12 13 	17.5 18 	24 

Time (hours) 

Fig. 6 Ec  value of 35 footcandles at time blocks shown 

to meet building occupancy pattern 

S .  

ve 

There is no load shedding control response for this 
space. Figure 7 shows the combined effect of this 

information and the resultant Ec  histogram for this 

particular control scheme. 
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Fig. 7 Combined effect of overall Ec  value with 

task and occupancy scheduling requirements 

The options of task, occupancy, or load are prioritized 

as listed, with the last input Ec  overriding previous ones if 

a time block is affected by more than one of these factors. 

The only exception to this is that if by some chance load 

shedding, to some level, say Ec = 30, caused the power input 

to increase to meet that E,  that input is ignored. This is 

a guard against the remote condition when space occupancy or 

task requirements are already below some load shedding level 

which was to be accounted for during a given time block. 

Note: 	All start and stop time blocks are to be specified 

in decimal hours from 0.00 to 24.00. 
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DAYLIGHTING RESPONSE 

In some instances, a control system which monitors the 

available natural light, E, and alters the artificial light 

accordingly to maintain a specific Ec,  proves to be the most 

cost effective control system. Such a system is often re-

ferred to as an Equi-Illumination Dimming system (EID). It 

is because of this type of system that this program was 

written, as the continuously varying light level available 

from daylighting does not lend itself to hand calculations. 

Non-daylighting systems which could be evaluated by hand can, 

of course, be handled easily by this program. 

The mathematical model which formed the basis of this 

program is elaborated in a paper entitled "An Economic 

Analysis of Supplemental Skylighting for Industrial and Office 

Buildings", by S. Stannard, which appeared in the Journal of 

the Illuminating Engineering Society, July, 1979. The high-

lights of that model will be reviewed herein. 

Daylighting Information for a Single Day 

The curve expressing the available natural illuminance, 

E, at a lighting control sensor device over the course of a 

day is built by constructing a Fourier series from several 

known values of E at specific times of the day. The longi -

tude of the site and the number of time zones west of Green-

wich are needed to determine the solar sunrise time for the 

location. Table 1 lists time zones west of Greenwich for 

location in the United States. Solar sunrise and solar sun- 

set assume En = 0, and input values of En are required at 

equally space9 times between these values. If three input 

data points are sufficient to describe the behavior of day- 
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lighting throughout the day, then En values at solar mid-
morning, solar noon, and solar mid-afternoon must be known. 

The nature of the Fourier series used to fit data requires an 

odd number of input values, but any reasonable number can be 

used. See Figure 8. 

TABLE 1• 

Time 

Eastern Standard Time 

Central Standard Time 

Mountain Standard Time 

Pacific Standard Time 

Hawaiian Standard Time 

Eastern Daylight Time 

Central Daylight Time 

Mountain Daylight Time 

Pacific Daylight Time 

Time Zone 

5 

6 

7 

8 

10 

6 

7 

8 
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Fig. 8 Example of a curve of En  built from 

3 input points with solar sunrise and 

solar sunset defined to be zero 

Appendix A discusses a "front end" computer program 
which determines at what time of the day daylighting must be 

calculated. This program can also interpolate at any time of 

the day the value of En.  which the Fourier series constructs. 

In this. way, the user can test out the reasonableness of a 

small number of daylighting points in describing the behavior 

of available daylighting over the course of a day. 

Daylighting Variations Over the Year 

Fourier series curve fitting techniques are again used 

to model the yearly variations of the energy consumed by an 

EID system responding to daylighting. By inputting available 

En  values over the course of a day, the total energy consumed 

by the system can be calculated for that day. Daylighting 
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data on March 21, June 21, and December 21 result in total 

energy information data on these days of the year. September 

21 data is equal to March 21 data, and thus, four points are 

available to building a curve of anticipated variations in 

total energy consumption throughout the year as that value is 

altered due to the, system's responses to available daylight. 

Daylighting calculation techniques for clear sky or 

cloudy sky conditions are well known, and both conditions can 

be accounted for in the program, if appropriate. An input 

parameter of % clear 'sky for each month of the year provides 

for a proper weighting factor of the energy savings resulting 

from clear or cloudy sky conditions. 

The mathematical mode1 discussed in Stannard's paper 

employed Fourier series integration techniques to determine 

the energy consumed throughout the day. That approach has 

been abandoned because of the complexity of it when discon-

tinuities occur in the Ec  histogram. A finite element 

approach has been used instead. Each time block with a 

specific Ec  value is divided up into a large number of equal 

time increments. At the center of each time increment, the 

En curve is evaluated to get the available E n  at that time. 

Knowing the En  available, and the Ec,  the quantity of arti-

ficial light needed to maintain Ec  is determined, and the 

resultant power to supply that light is calculated. Knowing 

the power needed and the length of the time increment, the 

energy required is then known. These values are added up 

along the time line from start to stop to get the total 

energy required for a given Ec  histogram and corresponding 

daylight condition. 
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MF 

Time (Years) 

MAINTENANCE FACTORS 

To maintain a specified Ec  value as the artificial 

lighting level available decreases overtime due to lamp and 

luminaire depreciation, more light and, consequently, more 

power will be required. In order to account for the re-

suiting energy and cost increases, year-end maintenance 

factors (MF) for a five year period can be input. Linear 

interpolation between year end values, gives the appropriate 

maintenance factor to be applied throughout the course of the 

year. If cleaning and/or relamping occur before the end of 

the five year period, adjusted maintenance factors can be 

input to reflect this. The beginning of the five year period 

is assumed to have a maintenance factor of 1.0. 

Figure 9 indicates the maintenance factor curve over the 

five year period if the year end maintenance factors are as 

shown and intermediate maintenance at the end of the third 

year will bring the system back up to a MF = .90. 



Year 	 MF at Year's End 

1 	 .9 
2 	 .8 

3 	 .7 (prior to intermediate maintenance) 
4 	 .8 

5 	 .7 

Fig. 9 	Five year maintenance factor curve for the 

year end values given 

Maintenance factors are required input in all analysis 

modes except for the stepped control, non-daylight response 

mode. Practical usage of that type of control is typically 

not designed to change the power input and light output to 

meet a specified Ec level as the system depreciates over 

time. 
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

Before a control system can be said to be effective in 

saving energy, and ultimately dollars, it must be shown to be 

a good investment. There are numerous ways to analyze the 

economic performance of a particular system which requires a 

certain expenditure initially to save money in. the future, 

and the well known techniques of Present Worth and Savings 

Investment Ratio are used here. These life cycle cost methods, 

and others, are discussed thoroughly in any of several books 

on engineering eOonomy. The required input and the program 

output related to economic analysis can best be seen by refer-

ring to the examples at the end of the user's guide. 

Cost/KWH Blocks 

The operating cost of the lighting system, expressed in 

dollars/KWH, may vary over the course of a day. The realis-

tic conditions of on-peak and off-peak energy costs can be 

input with up to four different cost blocks being specified. 

All subsequent economic analysis will account for these cost 

differences. The effect of rate structures can also be 

studied in their impact on the life cycle costs performance 

of one control scheme over another. 
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INPUT/OUTPUT CAPABILITIES 

This program can be used either in the interactive time 

sharing mode or by reading from a stored data file. When 

operating in either mode, the user may elect to have his/her 

responses stored into a data file for future use, or have the 

output printed directly at the terminal. 

An example of how these options are chosen when running 

the program is shown below: 

IF DATA INPUT IS IN A DATA FILE, ENTER FILE NAME: 
USERID/CATA/. . . /FILE 
ELSE, LEAVE BLANK 

IF YOU WISH YOUR RESPONSES TO BE SAVED INTO A FILE, ENTER FILE NAME 
tJSERID/CATA/.../FILE 
ELSE, LEAVE BLANK 
=MCCLOSKEY/TYPICAL/INPUT 
IF YOU WISH THE OUTPUT TO GO TO A FILE, ENTER FILE NAME. 
USERID/CATA/. . ./FILE 
ELSE, LEAVE BLANK 
=MCCLOSKEY/TYPI CAL/OUTPUT 

If a file name is specified for input or output storage 

which does not exist, the program will create the file for 

the user. An empty file need not be created prior to running 

the program. An example of the terminal response in this 

situation is as follows: 
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IF YOU WISH YOUR RESPONSES TO BE SAVED INTO A FILE, ENTER FILE NAME 
USERID/CATA/ . ./FILE 
ELSE LEAVE BLANK 
=MCCLOSKEY/EX1IN 
A FILE HAS BEEN CREATED NAMED. 
MCCLOSKEY/EX1IN 
IF YOU WISH THE OUTPUT TO GO TO A FILE, ENTER FILE NAME; 
USERID/CATA/. . ./FILE 
ELSE, LEAVE BLANK 
=MCCL.OSKEY/EX10UT 
A FILE HAS BEEN CREATED NAMED: 
MCCLOSK EY/EX lOUT 
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JOBSTREAM FLOW 

The list below indicates the required data needed to run 

the program. Data is ljs,ted in the order in which it must 

appear. For the sake of clarity, Table 1 lists each piece of 

data on a separate line, although data can be grouped in any 

convenient manner in the actual. jobstream. An asterisk at 

the beginning of a line indicates that that data must start 

on a new., line. Data indented is optional and may or may not 

be required, depending on previous information. 

TABLE 1 

* 	Character string(s) for output report heading (up to 

five lines) 
* 	Area affected by control scheme (Sq. Ft.) 
* 	Stepped or continuous dimmer control 

(if stepped control) 

No. of steps for power input vs. light output 

relationship 	. 
* 	Ordered pairs of: ((%] power input, [%] lightoutput) 

(if continuous dimming) 

* 	Linear or non-linear continuous dimming 
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(if linear continuous dimming) 

* 	Maximum power input (%) 

Minimum power input (%) 
* 	LightOutput (%) at maximum power 

Light output (%) at minimum power 

(if non-linear continous dimming) 

* 	No. of ordered pairs of power input vs. light output 
* 	Ordered pairs of: ([%] power input, [%] light output) 

* 	Maximum artificial illuminance (fc) 
* 	watts/Sq. Foot load at maximum artificial illuminance 
* 	Control system response to daylighting (yes or no) 

(if daylighting) 

* 	•Longitude of site 
* 	Number of time zones west of Greenwich 

% 	Clear sky per month for: 
* 	January, February, March 
* 	April, May, June 
* 	July, August, September 
* 	October, November, December 

* 	Sky conditions - clear or cloudy 
* 	Number of input daylighting values 
* 	Hour of civil sunrise, March 21 

Values of natural illuminance on March 21 
* 	Hour of civil sunrise, June 21 
* 	Values of natural illuminance on June 21 
* 	Hour of civil sunrise, December 21 
* 	Values of natural illuminance on December 21 
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(Values for other sky condition) 

* 	Number of daylighting input values 
* 	Values of natural illuminance on March 21 
* 	Values of natural illuminance onJune 21 
* 	Values of natural illuTninance on December 21 

* 	System maintained before end of 5-year cycle (yes or no) 
* 

	

	How many times (Note: cleaning must occur at year 

end) 
* 	At the end of what year(s) will the system be 

maintained 
* 	Maintenance factors at year end: yr 1, yr 2, yr 3, yr 

4, yr 5 
* 	Maintenance factor after indicated cleaning at end 

of year(s):.. 

* 	Number of days per week system is utilized 
* 	Number of different daily control schemes 

* 	Hours of control system operation: start, stop 
* 	Overall criterion illumination leve.l 
* 	Number of days control scheme in operation 
* 	Type of control: task, occupancy or load 
* 	Number of time blocks with specific Ec 
* 	Time block start time 

Time block stop time 

Ec for block 

* 	Overall cost per kilowatt hour (dollars) 
* 	Number of time blocks with cost differences . 
* 	Start time of cost block 

Stop time of cost block 

Cost/KWH (dollars) for time block 
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* 	Cost to design control system (dollars/sq.ft.) 

Cost ofcontrol system equipment (dollars/sq.ft.) 

* 	Cost to install control.system (dollars/sq.ft.) 
* 	Differential annual maintenance cost of control system 

(dollars/sq.ft.) 
* 	Salvage value of control system 
* 	Economic life of system 
* 	Overall interest rate (%) 
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EXA?4PLES 

Example 1 

A single story, 12,000 square foot office building has a 

uniform lighting layout throughout the space producing an 

overall average of 75 footcandles at 2.4 watts/square foot. 

There are no individual switches for lights, and all lights 

are turned on at 7:00 a.m. when the first employee arrives 

and are left on until 11:00 p.m. after final maintenance work 

is done: The building will not be used on the weekends. 

The power profile for a typical day is shown in Figure 

EX1.1. 

Figure EX1.1 Overall average of75 footcandles with 
all lights turned on.. 
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A control scheme utilizing three level switching, con-
trolled by time clocks is proposed which would respond more 

realistically to building occupancy needs. Since the office 

tends to be open late on Fidays, two different power profiles 

are as shown in Figure EX1.2. 
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Figure EX1.2a 
	Ec histogram for Monday thru Thursday 

schedule. 

Figure EX1.2b 	Ec histogram for Friday occupancy schedule. 
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All luminaires are three lamp 2' x 4' recessed fluorescent 

troffers, and reductions in overall light levels will come 

from simply operating these units at one, two or three lamp 

output. Energy costs are at $.045/KWH, and control system 

equipment costs are for an installed system, thus, no 

separate installed costs. 
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IF DATA i,*ur IS IN A DATA F1Lt, LNfLN 04A NAME: 
USERID/CATA/ ... /iILt 
LLt, LEAVE BLArl< 

[F YOU UISH 'i0iji ,, 1ESFONSES TO BE ShVtt INTO A FILL, EkTER FILE NATIE: 
USERID/CATA! ... ,FILE 

.t BLANK 
/i_L/LAi .LL 

A FILE HAS LIEErl CREATED ,nñELI: 
/LBL/EXIIN 
IF IOU W1h ThE UUTPUI TO 60 iii A rILE, ENTER FILE NAI'iE: 
UbEii[i/CATii!.. /FILE 
ELSE, LEAVE BLAr4K 
:/LBLJEX 1 OUr 
A FILE HAS BEEN CREATED NA1Etl: 
!LBL/EX 1 OUT 

E1rER UP TO 5 LiNES TO BE PkI&LD hi A QAOIN6 00 aHE OUTPUT; 
NO rURE THAN 80 LUIRACTERSPER LINE 
E4TER A &A"K LINE AT IHE.EN:O IF LESS THAN 5 LINES 

: iThLE CONTROL SCI1E4E WIlU SiPEi' CONTROL 
:ji) DAYLIGHTINi 

.LLL: /LBL.'EX IN 

AREA AFjEC, Lii if CONTROL SCnElE (SO. FT.)? 

ILL LUNIRM bYSIEM UNDER C0iSii'LRATI014 BE 
CONTINUOUS DIhiiIü OR STEPPED CONTROL? 

i4Ji1ER LIE DiiETE STEPS FOR UHICH PUWER INPUI 
S. LIGHT OUTPUT RELATIONSHIP IS Kr4OUN? 

INPUT 3 ORLIEREII PAIRS OF POUER INPUT ANI 
LIGHT OUTPUT: POL4ER(U, LIGhT 
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i-iXIhLJIi AliIFILiAL ILLUIi4Ai.E AVAILABLE (FC)? 
:Y5 
i1AXIiUh r011ER AVAILABLE (UATrs,so.FL)? 

hOES CUL IDL 	i t Uih)ER ANALISIS RESPOi40 TO LiAILiGHTINO? 
:N(j 

NUhBER OF DAYS FE wil< BUILDING LIGHI iN'i SYSTEH IS iii iLIZED? 
5 

IIUPIBER U DIFFE1ENT IIAILY CO1RfJL CHEviS USED? 

FOR CONTROL 6CHE.hE NUIIBER, 1 

HOURS OF LtmiRUL SYSTEM OF'ERATIUi 	S1ART,STOP? 
2:3 

OVERALL CIfERIüN ILLUMINATION LEVEL? 
=75 
NUiIBER OF DAYS OF THE UEEl< CONTROL SCHEME I IS IN OPERATION? 
=4 
f4plJT TYPE OF CONTROL: 1A, ÜjUi-t414LY OR LUhhl 

NUniER tj ilME BLOCi 	WITH A SPECIFIC CRITERION ILLUMINATION 
LEVEL FUR SPACE OCCUPANCY SCHELiULINU LUiiiiüL 

START TIE,STOP TIiiE Aiw CIU EERION ILLUMINTION FOR EACH iLOCI<? 
75 '5J 

:i2 	I. 	.i') 

:_195 2:3 25 
.hJPUI 11FE OF CONTRUL TSt(, 	UjiANCY OR LOAD 

VEi?L.L CO6r/iUH ( [IOLLARS ) 7 

.045 
I JnE OF huE EL.00I,'S UITH A jiFFEiET COST/F(UH 
=0 
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FU 	UUuiUL SCHEME NUIIBER 2 

HOURS OF CONTROL SYSTEM OFERATIO r4 :  START,STOP? 
:7 ?3 
OVERALL CRITERION ILLUMItIATIUN LEVEL? 
-75 

iir1bE, iIF VAlb ur THE wK CONTROL SCIiEIk 2 IS IN UIERATIOWT  

114FUT lIFE OF COi4TRuL: TASK, OCCUPANCY OR LOA:o 

IUMUER LIr. 110 bLULK6 WITH A SPECIFIC CRITERION iLi..U,iINATIOI' 
LEVEL FOR SPACE OtLUrCY SCHEDULING CUthRUL? 

STAII T:i,it , t uP TIME Arl) cIiERION ILLUtUNAILUN FOR EALI t'LOCI<? 

7. 5  
-i? 13 50 

21.5 50 

IiWUT TYPE uF Cdaw0i IASK, OCCIJFANLY ui LOAD 

OVERALL COST/IiJH ( uULLARS)? 
•.O45 

JBER OF T IHE BLOCKS I,JITH A DIFFERENT COSTIKLJH? 
: 

CONTROL SYSTEál COST DATA: 
[081 TO DESIGN CIJIITROL SYSTEEI I'ULLtib/SU.r 1.) r 

L&J1 OF COtiROL 'YbiEM EQUIPiittT(BOLLARS/SO.FT. ) 

COST j6 INSTAL.L CONTROL 3YSTEh(1'OLLARS/SO.1 . 

VIIIENEOWL iEARLY MAINTEI'UsIICE CtJT OF C:uTROL SYS1EII(LIOLLAR5'/SO .i1 I 

SALVAGE VALUE UI- I ut CONTROL S 
iT THE END OF fl : ECONOIC LJFEOLLIRbJ1 

_LUi0i1.EC LIFE OF SS fti'iYEARS)? 
-10 
.)VERAI.L 1tTE _ 	RiTE( Z) ? 

I .1 
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EXAMPLE 1 
SIMPLE CONTROL SCHEME WITH STEPPEIi CUTUL 

NO IIAYLItHTINO 
FILE: /LBL/EXI1N 

06 / 02/81 

CONTROL SYSTEM CHARACTERISIICS 

ndPED COiROL 	 rOUER(%) 	LIGHT(:z) 

34.0 	 34.0 
67.0 

1OJ.0 	 100.0 

,FA AFFELfEl' t 	U1n iOL 	1200.00 S14. I-ELI 

MAXIMUM ARTIFC1AL ILLUMINAtICE: 75.0 FOOTCANE'I_ES 
KAXIMUM POWER INFUT: 	 2.4 UArls/so.Fr. 

BUILr.'ING is IN OPERATION S iicV ?E, 4K 

FUR (;;w ROL. SCHEhE 	1 

c:oTRoL SCHEME STMR.TS AT 7.00 AND STOPS AT 23.00 
AN EFFELI 4 Ii 1 

NET EFFECTIVE Cuftfkik BLOCS SPECIFIED 
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STi STUF' CRITERION H. VALUE CIJ5! /WH 

7.00 
1.50 12.00 25.0 0.0450 
12.00 13.00 50.0 Q.u450 
13.00 1,.50 15.0 0.0450 
17.50 17.56 bo.0 0.0450 
19.50 23.00 25.0 0.00 

FUR CUfflROL bLHEiIE 2 

cI:'tiRUL SCHEW UJARTS AT 7.00 AND STOPS Al 23.00  
IN EFFECT 1 i'tB kLr. WtLW  

HET EFFEL1 IVL iOlTk0L BLOCKS SPEC iF iEL 

START 	 STOP 	CRITEIION FC VALUE 	coSTIFUJH 

7.00 7.50 50.0 0.0450 
7.50 1.J0 75.0 0.040 

12.00 13.Ou 50.0 0.0450 
13.00 17.50 /.0 0.0450 

21.50 0.00 25.0 0.0450 

LriruY AND COST FRFUR1ANCE CtJiirARISON 

MSI Mib r Uk COITIOL SISiEti 

[ES If3i LU 	 300. 00 
t1LI1P(1EI4 	iU i 	 3000.00 
itthTLLATIUFJ CUS TS 
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lOIAL. DIFFEREHTiL HAINTEWANCE COSTS/YEAR: 
	

KEP 

CONTiUL WAK 6ALVAGE VALUE.i't Eib OF LIFE: 
	

0. 

ELUNUiIIC LIFE OF SYSTEIt: 
OVERALL INTEREST RATE: 

TOTAL KLJH USED FOR IHE 1t.A, 
TOTAL IUh SAVED FOk IHE YEAR 
iUTAL COST FOR THE YEAR 
L1LL L61 SAVELI FOR THE YEAR 

10.00 
15.00 

i51 ii .0? 
25026.0? 

 4260.00    
126.1? 

AHNI.JAL E1Ein LUSTS 

YEAR 
	

1tASE SYSTErt 
	

CUt ftuLLED SYSTEM 

4 

6 

8 
9 

10 

5406.1? 
5406.1? 
5406. i/•  

5406.17 
5406.17 
3406.11 
5406. 1 
jstUo. I? 

5406.17 
5406.17 

4280.00 
4280.00 
4280.00 
428000 
4280.00 
4280.00 
4280.00 
4280.00 
4280.00 
4280.00 
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IUIhL 	L6EN I wukTii(PIJ) COSTS AND 
SAVINGS ii0ESTMENT RATIO (SIR) AT VARLUUS DIFFERENTIAL 
ENERGY RATE Ii4LREASES: 

At 0. 	: 	iChEASE/YEAR: 

rkj BASE: 	 27132.32 
f't4 CONTROLLEO: 	/80.32 
SIR 	 0.71 

Ai 	3.) 7 .iiLLiE/YEAR: 

PU BASE: 	 309138.11 
PU COiTNULLEii: 	2/832.90 

0.96 

AT 6.0 X INCREASE/YEAR: 

FIJ BASE: 	 35486.69 
PU CONTROLLED: 	:31394.37 
SIR 

AT 9.0 X iNLiEASE/YEAiu 

NJ BiSE: 
PU COTkOLLEIJ: 
SIR 

AT 12.0 X IiCREASEIYEAR 

PU BASE: 
PU cOIROLLEtt: 

AT 15.0 :Z INCRLASEi iEAi': 

40 : 40.23 

46881 
404 15.s2 

.96 

PU LL 	 54061./1 
PU CONTROLLED: 	46099.96 
SIR 	 2.41 
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Example 2 

A drafting area in a large commercial facility is to be 

a test installation for a new type of lighting control system. 

The system includes a retrofit fluorescent dimmer pack and a 

ceiling mounted photo cell. The purpose of the system is to 

maintain constant illumination in the space throughout its 

life. Initial power input and light output are below maximum 

values, and increase as lamp lumen depreciation and luminaire 

dirt depreciation occur., When the ôriteria illuminance value 

can no longer be supplied at full light output, cleaning and 

relamping will be done and the cycle starts over. (See 

Figure EX.2) 

Time 

(years) 0 	1 	2 	3 	4 	5 

MF 
1.0 

.9 

.8 

.7 

.6 

.5 

.4 

.3 

.2 

. 1 

0 

Figure EX.2 	Graph of total light loss factor with 
a three year cleaning cycle. 
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The area is 1,000 square feet with a constant illumi-

nance criteria of 110 footcandles. A three year cleaning 

cycle is in effect with depreciation down to 70% light output 

at the end of three years, thus, 160 footcandles initial must 

be provided. The watts per square foot loading is 4.2 watts 

per square foot. The power input vs. light output relation-

ship is linear in the range of concern. No other special 

controls are planned, and the space is in operation 16 hours 

per. day, 5 days of the week. The energy cost is .055 dollars/KWH. 
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IF DATA INPUT IS IN A DATA FILE, ENTER FILE NAME: 
USERID/CATA/ ... /FILE 
ELSE, LEAVE BLANK 

IF YOU UISH YOUR RESPONSES TO BE SAVED INTO A FILE, ENTER FILE NAME: 
USERID/CATA/ ... /FILE 
ELSE, LEAVE BLANK 
=/L.BL/EX2AIN 
A FILE HAS BEEN CREATED NAMED: 
/LBL/EX2AIN 
IF YOU WISH THE OUTPUT TO GO TO A FILE, ENTER FILE NAME; 
USERID/CATA/ ... /FILE 
ELSE, LEAVE BLANF( 
=!LBL/EX2AOUT 
A FILE HAS BEEN CREAEED NAMED: 
/LBL/EX2AOUT 

ENTER UP TO 5 LINES TO BE PRINIED AS A HEADING ON THE OUTPUT; 
NO MORE THAN SO CHARACTERS PER LINE 
ENTER A BI_ANI< LINE AT THE END IF LESS THAN 5 LINES 

EXAMFLE 2 
=CO{1I NUO'JS D:UIMING LINEAR RELATIONSHIP 
=NO IJAYLIGHTING 
=FILE : /1-.BLJE:X2AIN 

AREA AFFECTED BY CONTROL SCHEME (SO. FT.)? 
=1000 

WILL CONTROL. SYSIEM UNLIER CONSIDERATION BE 
CONTINUOUS DIMMIN6 OR STEPPED CONTROL? 
=CONT 
IS POWER INPUT VS. LIGHT OUTPUT• A LINEAR OR NONLINEAR RELATIONSHIP? 
=LIN 
MAX. POWER INPUT, MIN. POWER INPUT (X)? 
=100 40 
LIGHT OUTPUT HT MAX. POWER, LIGHT OUTPUT AT MIN. POUER(X)'? 
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=100 40 
MAXIHIJiI ARIJEICIAL ILLUMIr4ANCE AVAILABLE (FC)? 
.160 
MAXIMUM POUER AVAILABLE (UATTS/SU.FT.)? 
=42 
flOES CONERIJL SYSIEM UNDERANALYSIS RESPOND TO DAYLI(3HTING? 

WILL SYSTEM BE MAINtAINED BEFORE THE END OF 5 YEAR CYCLE? 
=YES 
HOU MANY TIMES? 	(NOTE: CLEANING MUST OCCUR AT YEAR END.) 

Al THE END OF WHAT YEAR(S) UILL THE SYSTEM BE MAINTAINED? 

INPUT MAINTENANCE FACTOR AT YEAR END FOR: YR1,YR2,YR3,YR4,YR5 
(NOTE: BEFORE YEAR END MAINTENANCE IS DONE) 
=.9 .8 .7 .9 .8 
INPUT MAINTENANCE FACTOR AFTER INDICATED 
CLEANING AT END OF YEAR(S):YR3 
=1.0 

NUMBER OF DAYS PER WEEK BUILDING LIGHTING SYSTEM IS UTILIZED? 
=5 
NUMBER OF DIFFERENT DAILY CONTROL SCHEMES USED? 
=1 

FOR CONTROL SCHEME NUMBER 1 

HOURS OF CONTROL SYSTEM OPERATION: STAR T,STUP? 
;622 
OVERALL CRITERION ILLUMINATIONLEVEL? 
=110 
NUMBER OF DAYS OF THE WEEK CONTROL SCHEME 1 IS IN OPERAIJON? 
=5 
INPUT TYPE OF CONTROL: TASK, OCCUPANCY OR LOAD 

OVERALL COSi/KUH(DOLLARS)? 
= .055 
NUMBER OF TIME BLOCKS UIIH A DIFFERENT COST/KWH? 
-0 

sommum 



CONtROL SYSTEM COST DATA: 
COST TO DESIGN CONTROL SYSTEN(DOLLARS/SILFT.)? 

COST OF CONTROL SYSTEN EOUIPiIENT(DOLLARS/S0.FT.)? 
83 

CUS1 TO INSTALL CONTROL SYSTEN(DOLLARS/SO.FT.)? 

DIFFERENTIAL YEARLY MAINTENANCE COST OF CONTROL SYSTEM(DOLLARS/SO.FT.)? 
=0 
SALVAGE VALUE OF THE CONTROL SYSTEM 
AT THE ENLI OF ITS ECONUHIC LIFE(DOLLARS)? 
=0 
ECONOMIC LIFE OF sYsrEMCYE:ARSY? 
=12 
OVERALL INTEREST RATE(%)'? 
17 
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EXAMPLE 2 
CONTINUOUS DIMMING -. LINEAR RELATIONSHIP 

NO DAYLIGHTING 
FILE : /LL/EX2AIN 

06/04/81 

CONTROL SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 

CONTINUOUS DIMMING 
LINEAR RELATIONSHIP: 	$AXIiIUM POUER(X): 	100.0 

MINIMUM PUUER(Z): 	40.0 
MAXHIUM LIGHT(%): 	100.0 
MINIMUM LIGHI(Z): 	40.0 

AREA AFFECTED BY CONTROLS: 1000.00 SQ. FEET 

MAXIHWI ARTIFICIAL ILLUHINANCE: 160.0 FOOTCANDLES 
MAXIMUM FOUER INPUT: 	 4.2 UATTS/SU.FT. 

MAINTENANCE FACTORS 
AT YEAR END: 	 YEAR 	MF 

MAINTENANCE FACTOR 
F01-LOUIN(3 INEERMEDIATE 

4 	 CLEANING: 

1 	0.90 
2 	0.80 
3 	0.70 
4 	0.90 
5 	0.80 

3 	1.00 

MME 



BUILDING IS IN OPERATION 5 DAYS PER WEEK 

FOR CONTROL. SCHEME I 

CONTROL SCHEME STARES A1 6.00 AND STOPS AT 22.00 
IN EFFECT 5.IJAYS PER WEEK 

NET EFFECTIVE CONTROL BLOCKS SPECIFIED 

	

START 	 Slop 	CRITERION FC VALUE 	COST/KWH 

	

6.00 	22.00 	 110.0 	 0.0550 

ENERGY AND COST. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON 

YEAR KWH USED KWH SAVED 

1 12714.17 . 	 4805.83 
2 14219.79 3300.21 
3 16131.70 1388.30 
4 12714.17 4805.83 
5 14219.79 .• 	3300.21 

FIRST COSTS FOR CONTROL SYSTEM . 

DESIGN COSTS: 0. . 	 . 	 . 

EUUIPMENT COSTS: 830.00 
INSTALLATION COSTS: 170.00 

TOTAL DIFFERENTIAL NAINIENANCE COSTS/YEAR: 0. 

CONTROL SYSTEM SALVAGE VALUE AT END OF LIFE: 0. 



ECONONIC LIFE OF SYSTEN: 
	

12.00 
OVERALL INTEREST RATE: 
	

17.00 

ANNUAL ENERGY COSTS 

YEAR 
	

BASE SYSTEM 	 CONTROLLED SYSTEN 

963.60 699.28 
963.60 782.09 
963.60 887.24 
963.60 699.28 
963.60 782.09 
963.60 887.24 
963.60 699.28 
963.60 782.09 
963.60 887.24 
963.60 699.28 
963.60 782.09 
963.60 887.24 

TOTAL PRESENI UORTH(PU) CQTS ANI 
SAVINGS INVESTMENT RATIO (SIR) AT VARIOUS DIFFERENTIAL 
ENERGY RATE INCREASES: 

AT 0. Z INCREASE/YEAR: 

PU BASE: 	 4806.81 
PU CONTROLLED: 	4889.80 
SIR 	 -0.08 

AT 3.0 X INCREASE/YEAR: 

PU BASE: 	 5553.23 
PU CONTROLLED: 	5504.33 
SIR 	 0.05 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
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AT 6.0 X INCREASE/YEAR: 

PU BASE: 	 6446.05 
PU CONTROLLED: 	6240.41 
SIR 	 0.21 

AT 9.0 Z INCREASE/YEAR: 

PU BASE: 	 7517.01 
PU CONTROLLED: 	7124.61 
SIR 	 0.39 

AT 12.0 Z INCREASE/YEAR: 

PU BASE: 	 8804.64 
PU CONTROLLED: 	8189.21 
SIR 	 0.62 

AT 15.0 X INCREASE/YEAR: 

PU BASE: 	10355.59 
PU CONTROLLED: 	9473.37 
SIR 	 0.88 

1 
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% Power Input 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

Example 3 

A fluorescent Equi-Illutnination Dimming System which re-

sponds to daylight input as well as light loss variations is 

being considered for the perimeter zone of a large open office 

area. Criterion illuminance of 60 footcandle on the desk is 

desired and the' total maintenance factor will be 80 footcandles 

minimum at the end of a three year cleaning cycle; thus 75 

initial footcandles must be provided by the artificial lighting 

system for times when daylight is not available. A total area 

of 1400 square f'eet loaded at 1.8 Watt per square foot is to 

be controlled by the same sensor. The power input vs light 

output relationship is slightly non-linear., as shown in Figure 

EX. 3.1. The lighting system operates from 6:00a.m. to 6:00 

p.m. five days per week. The off-peak energy rate is .048 

dollars/kwh and on-peak rate is .064 dollars/kwh between the 

hours of 9:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m. Three input values of day-

light available in the space are sufficient to describe the 

variation in daylight throughout the day, for both clear and 

cloudy conditions. Daylight values, % clear sky and all other 

input paramaters are included below in the listing of the in-

teractive terminal session. 

% Light 	100 Output 
90 
80 
70 

60, 

50 

40 
30 

20 

10 

0 

FIG. EX. 3.1. 	Non-linear relationship for flourescent 

diming equipment 
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IF DA1A INPUT IS IN A DATA FILE, ENTER FILE NAME: 
USERID/CATA/ . ./FILE 
ELSE, LEAVE BLANK 

IF YOU WISH YOUR RESPONSES TO BE SAVED INTO A FILE, ENTER FILE NAME: 
IJSERID/CATA/ ... /FILE 
ELSE, LEAVE BLANK 

/LBL./EX3IN 
A FILE HAS BEEN CREAIELI NAMED: 
/LDL/EX3IN 
IF YOU WISH THE OUTPUT TO 60 TO A FILE, ENTER FILE NAME: 
USERIEJ/CATA/ ... /FILE, 
ELSE, LEAVE BLANK 

/LBL/EX3tikJT 
A FILE HAS BEEN CREATED NAMED: 
/LBL/EX3OUT 

ENTER UP TO 5 LINES TO BE PRINTED AS A HEADINO ON THE OUTPUT; 
NO MORE IHAN 80 CHARACTERS PER LINE 
ENTER A BLANK LINE AT THE END IF LESS THAN 5 LINES 

=EXAIPLE 3 
4(JN11NUOUS rj:UIIIING NON-LINEAR RELATIONSHIP 

IIAYL ].UHI'II'ft3 PRESENt 
::FILE: /L.BL/EX3IN 

AREA AFFECTED BY CONTROL SCHEME (SO. FT.)? 
1400 

WILL CONTROL SYSTEM UNDER CONSIDERATION BE 
CONTINUOUS DIMMING OR STEPPED CONTROL? 

CONT 
IS POWER INPUT VS. LIGHT OUTPUT A LINEAR OR NONLINEAR RELATIONSHIP? 

INPUT THE NUMBER OF ORDERED PAIRS OF 1 PCIUER INPUT AND 1 LWHT OUTPUT 
IAIUCH WILL BE USED TO DESCRIBE THE NON-LINEAR RELATIONSHIP. 
=11 

summm 



INPUT 11 ORDERELI PAIRS OF POVER INPUT AND 
LIGHT OUTPUT: POUER(), LIGHE() 
=180 
=23 10 
=2820 
=35 30 
=4240 
=4:2 so 
=5460 
=6670 
=77 80 
=88 90 
=100 100 
MAXIMUM ARTIFICIAL ILLUMINANCE AVAILABLE (FC)? 
=75 
MAXIMIISi POUER AVAILABLE (UATTSJSO.FT.)? 
=1.8 
[tOES CONTROL SYSTEM UNDER ANALYSIS RESPOND TO DAYLIGHTING? 
=YES 
LONGITUIJE OF SITE? 
=82 
NUMBER OF TIME ZONES UEST OF GREENUICH? 
=5 
" CLEAR SKY PER MONTH: 
JAN FEB MAR 
=30 30 35 
APL MAY JUN 
=50 55 60 
JLY AUG SEP 
=60 55 50 
OCT NOV DEC 
50 45 40 
INPUT. SKY CONDITION FOR IIAYLIGHTING INFORMATION: CLEAR OR CLOUDY 
=CLEAR 
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L'AYLIGHTINO INFORMATION UNDER CLEAR SKY CONDITIt3N 

NLJifBER OF VALUES OF NATURAL IL.LUNINANCE TO INPUT FOR EACH DAY 

HOUR OF LOCAL. SUNRISE, MR21 
-6.! 
NATURAL ILLUMINANCE AT: 	9.2 	11.7 	14.1 

60 85 110 

HOUR OF LOCAL SUNRISE, JN2I 

NATURAL ILLUMINANCE AT: 	8.9 	11.6 	14.2 

95 130 
IIOUR OF LOCAL SUNRISE, 11C21 

:.2.6 
NATURAL ILLUIIINANCE AT: 	9.5 	11.5 	13.4 

45 /0 90 

LiAYLII3H11N6 INFORMATION UNDER CLOUDY SKY CONDITIONS 

NUMBER OF VALUES OF NATURAL ILLUMINANCE 10 INFIJT FOR EACH DAY 

FUR MR21 
NATURAL TLLUMD1ANCE AT: 	9.2 	ii.? 	14.1 

=30 40 45 
FUR JN21 
NATURAL ILLUIUNANCE AT: 	8.9 	11.6 	14.2 

40 45 60 
FOR DC21. 
NATURAL ILUThINANCE AT: 	9.5 	11.5 	13.4 

25 35 40 

WILL SYSTEM BE MAINTAINED BEFORE THE END OF 5 YEAR CYCLE? 

=YES 
HOW MANY TIMES? 	(NOTE: CLEANIN6 MUST OCCUR AT YEAR END.) 

AL THE END OF WHAT YEAR(S) WILL THE SYSTEM BE MAINTAINED? 

sum 



INPUT MAINTENANCE FACTOR Al YEAR END FOR: YRI,YR2,YR3,YR4,YR5 
(NOTE: BEFORE YEAR END MAINTENANCE IS DUNE) 
=.92 .87 .80 .92 .81 
INPUT MAINTENANCE FACTOR AFTER INDICATED 
CLEANING AT END OF YEAR(S):1R3 
.LO 

NUMBER OF DAYS PER WEEK BUILDING LIGHTING SYSTEM IS UTILIZED? 

NUMBER OF DIFFERENT IIAILY CONTROL SCHEMES (JSEII? 

FOR CONIROL SCHEME NUMBER 1 

HOURS OF CONTROL SYSTEM OPERATION: START,STOP? 
6 18 

OVERALL CRITERION ILLUMINATION LEVEL? 
=60 
NUMBER OF DAYS OF THE WEEK CONTROL SCHEME 1 Is IN OPERATION? 
=5 
INPUT TYPE OF CONTROL: TASK, OCCUPANCY OR LOAD 

OVERALL COST/KUH(BOLLARS)? 
.048 

NUMBER OF TIME BLOCKS UITH A DIFFERENT COSTIKUH? 

START TIME,S'IOF TIME AND COST/RUN (DOLLARS) FOR EACH BLOCK! 
=9 13 .064 

CONTROL SYSTEM COST DATA: 
COST 10 DESIGN CONTROL SYSTEM( DOILARS/ScLFT.)? 
=.12 
COST OF CONTROL SYS1EM EUUIPMEN1(DOLLARS/SO.FT.)? 
=1.05 
COST TO INSrAI_L CONIROL SYSTEM(DOLLARS/SO.FT.)? 
=.30 
DIFFERENTIAL YEARLY MAINtENANCE COST OF CONTROL SYSTEM(DOLIARSJSD.FT.)? 
=0 

EME 



SALVAGE VALUE OF THE CONTROL SYSTE1 
AT THE END OF ITS ECONOHIC LIFE(DOLLARS)? 

ECONOMIC LIFL OF SYSTEN(YEARS)? 
=15 
OVERALL IlT EkEST RATE(Z)? 
=15 
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EXAMPLE 3 
CONTINUOUS DINNING NON-LINEAR RELATIONSHIP 

DAYLIGHTING PRESENT 
FILE 	/LBL/EX3IN 

06/08/81 

CONTROL SYSTEM CHARACIERISTICS 

CONTINUOUS DINNING 
NON-LINEAR RELATIONSHIP: 	POUERZ) 	 LIGHT(Z) 

	

18.0 	 0. 

	

23.0 	 10.0 

	

28.0 	 20.0 

	

3.0 	 30.0 

	

42.0 	 40.0 

	

47.0 	 50.0 

	

54.0 	 60.0 

	

66.0 	 70.0 

	

77.0 	 80.0 

	

88.0 	 90.0 

	

100.0 	 100.0 

AREA AFFECTEIIBY CONTROLS; 1400.00 50. FEET 

NAXIHUM ARTIFICIAL ILLUNINANCE: 75.0 FOOTCANIJLES 
NAXIHUN POUER INF'Ui: 	 1.8 UATTSJSO.FT. 

NAINTENANCE FACTORS 
AT YEAR END: 	 YEAR 	ME 

1 	0.92 
2 	0.87 
3 	0.80 
4 	0.92 
i 	0.87 
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MAINTENANCE FACTOR 
FOLLOUTNO INIERMEDIATE 
CLEANING: 	 3 	1.00 

BUILDING IS IN OPERATION 5 DAYS PER UEEI< 

FOR CONTROL SCHEME 1 
** 4;4: 44444444444444*44 

CONTROL SCHEME STARTS AT 6.00 AND STOPS AT 18.00 
IN EFFECT 5 DAYS PER UEEK 

NET EFFECTIVE CONTROL BLOCKS SPECIFIED 

	

START 	 STOP 	CRITERION FC VALUE 

	

6.00 	 9.00 	 60.0 

	

9.00 	 13.00 	 60.0 

	

13.00 	 18.00 	 60.0 

COST/KWH 

0.0480 
0.0640 
0.0480 

IIAYLIGHTING INFORMATION 

LONGITUDE OF SITE: 	82.0 

TIME ZONES WEST OF GREENWICH: 5 

MARCH 21 
	

JUNE 21 
	

DEC 21 

LOCAL SUNRISE: 	6.7 
	

6.2 
	

7.6 

Qf 



INPUT TIMES AND LIGHTING LEVELS: CLEAR SI<Y CONIIITIONS 

TINE FC• TIME FC TINE FC 

9.2 60..0 8.9 80.0 9.5 45.0 
11.7 85.0 11.6 95.0 11.5 70.0 
14.1 110.0 14.2 130.0 13.4 90.0 

INPUT TIMES AND LIGHTING LEVELS: CLOVIIY SKY CONDITIONS 

TIME FC TIME FC TIME FC 

9.2 30.0 8.9 40.0 9.5 25.0 
11.7 40.0 11.6 45.0 11.5 35.0 
14.1 45.0 14.2 60.0 13.4 400 

ENERGY AND CosT PERFORMANCE COMPARISON 

MONTHLY VARIATIONS FOR YEAR 	1 
$4.*4;4$ 

MONTH %CL 7.CtI KUHUSED KUHSAVED COST SAVINGS 

JAN 30. 70. 528.95 140.65 27.14 8.58 
FEB 30. 70. 434.11 170.69 22.34 9.92 
MAR 35. 6 5. 416.72 252.88 21.50 14.21 
AFL 50. 50. 342.81 305.19 17.67 16.89 
MAY 55. 45. 334.34 335.26 17.23 18.49 
JUN 60. 40. 318.90 329.10 16.41 18.15 
JLY 60. 40. 328.93 340.6.7 16.93 18.78 
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AUG 55. 45. 339.56 330.04 17.50 18.22 

SEP 50. 50. 363.09 284.91 18.70 15.86 

OCT 50. 50. 430.98 238.62 22.11 13.60 

NOV 45. 55. 481.65 1.66.35. 24.65 9.91 

DEC 40. 60. 534.34 135.26 27.33 8.38 

TOTAL KUH USED= 4854.39 
TOTAL KUH SAVEEJ= 3029.61 

hO$THLY VARIATIONS FOR YEAR 2 

JAN 30. 70. 558.68 110.92 28.62 7.10 

FEB 30. 70. 	. 460.37 144.43 23.65 8.61 

MAR 35. 65. 443.09 226.51 	.. 22.82 12.89 

API 50. 50. 362.99 285.01 18.68 15.88 

NAY 55. 45. 351.43 318.17 18.07 17.64 

JUN 60. 40. 333.54 314.46 17.14 . 	 17.42 
JLY 60. 40. 344.67 324.93 17.71 18.00 

AUG 55. 45. 358.37 311.23 18.43 17.28 
SEP 50. 50. 385.30 262.70 19.80 14.76 

OCT 50. 50. 456.95 212.65 23.40 12.32 

NOV 45. 	. 55. 508.99 139.01 26.00 	.. . 	 8.56 
DEC 40. 60. 563.48 106.12 28.77 6.94 

TOTAL RUH 	USEEJ- . 5127.86 
TOTAL RUH SAVED . 2756.14 

riONTHLY VARIATIONS FOR YEAR .3 
*4*4*44444444444:4:4444444*4*4* 

JAN 30. 17 0. 608.25 61.35 31.09 4.63 

FEB 30. 70. 495.15 109.65 25.38 6.87 

NAR 35. 65. 	. 469.50 200.10 24.13 	. 11.58 
APL 50. 50. 380.96 267.04 19.56 15.00 

NAY 55. 45. 370.04 299.56 18.99 16.72 

JUN 60. 40. 352.92 295.08 1.8.09 16.47 

JLY 60. 40. 363.76 305.84 18.65 17.06 

AUG. 55g. 45 376.05 293.55 19.30 16.41 

SEP 50. 50. 405.63 242.37 20.80 13.76 

OCT 50. 50. 487.79 181.81 24.92 10.79 

NOV 45. 55. 551.74 96.26 28.12 6.44 

DEC 40. 60. 615.39 54.21 31.35 4.36 
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TOTAL KWH USED= 5477.17 
TOTAL KWH SAVED 2406.83 

MONTHLY VARIATIONS FOR YEAR 4 

JAN 30. 70. 528.95 140.65 27.14 8.58 

FEB 30. 70. 434.11 170.69 22.34 9.92 

MAR 35. 65. 416.72 252.88 21.50 14.21 

APL 50. 50. 342.81 305.19 17.67 16.89 

MAY 55. 45. 334.34 335.26 17.23 18.49 

JUN 60. 40. 318.90 329.10 16.41 18.15 

JLY 60. 	.40. 328.93 34067 16.93 18.78 

AUG 55. 45. 339.56 330.04 17.50 	. . 18.22 

SEP 50. 50. 3.63.09 . 284.91 18.70 15.86 

OCT 50. 50. 430.98 238.62 22.11 13.60 

NOV 45. 55. 481.65 166.35 24.65 9.91 

DEC 40. 60. 534.34 135.26 27.33 8.38 

TOTAL KWH USED: 4854.39 
TOTAL KWH SAVED: 3029.61 

i1OiTHLY VARIATIONS FOR YEAR S 

JAN 30. 70. 558.68 110.92 28.62 . 	 7.10 
FEB 30. 70. 460.37 144.43 23.65 13.61 

MAR 35. 65. 443.09 226.51 22.82 12.89 

API 50. 50. 362.99 285.01 18.68 15.88 

MAY 55. 45. 351.43 318.17 18.07 17.64 

JUN 60. 40. 333.54 	. 314.46 17.14 17.42 

JLY 60. 40. 344.67 324.93 17.71 18.00 

AUG 55. 45. 358.37 311.23 18.43 17.28 

SEP 50; 	. 50. 385.30 262.70 19.80 14.76 

OCT 50. 50. 456.95 212.65 23.40 12.32 

NOV 45. 55. 508.99 139.01 . 26.00 8.56 

DEC 40. 60. 563.48 106.12 28.77 6.94 

TOTAL KWH USED:' 5127.86 
TOTAL KWH SAVED: 27.56.14 
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FIRST costs FOR CONTROL SYSTEH 

DESIIiN COSTS: 	 166.00 
EQUIPIIENT CS1S: 	14:20.00 
INSTALLATION COSTS: 	420.00 

TOTAL DIFFERENTIAL MAINTENANCE COSTS/YEAR: 
	

0. 

CONTROL SYSIEh SALVAGE VALUE Al END OF LIFE: 	0. 

EC0NOIC LIFE OF SYSTEII. 	 15.00 
(IVERALLINTEREST RATE: 	 15.00 

ANNUAL ENERbY COSTS 

YEAR 	 BASE SYSTEM 

1 420.48 
2 420.48 
3 420.48 
4 420.48 
5 	. 420.48 
6 420.48 
7 420.48 
8 420.48 
9 . 420.48 

10 420.48 
11 420.48 
12 420.48 
13 420.48 
14 420.48 
15 420.48 

C0FF ROLLED SYSTEN 

249.50 
263.07 
280.40 
249.50 
263.0? 
280.40 
249.50 
263.0? 
280.40 
249.50 
263.0? 
280.40 
249.50 
263.0? 
280.40 
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IOIAL PRESENT UORTH(PU) COSTS AND 
SAVINGS INVESTMENT RATIO (SIR) 	AT VARIOUS DIFFERENTIAL 
ENERGY RATE INCREASES: 

AT 	0. X 	INCREASE/YEAR: 

PU BASE: 2458.70 
PU CONTROLLED: 3595.22 
SIR -0.55 

AT 	3.0 Z INCREASE/YEAR: 

PU BASE: 2918.10 
PU CONTROLLED: 3884.53 
SIR -0.47 

Al 	6.0 ? 	INCREASE/YEAR: 

PU BASE: 3493.74 
PU CONTROLLED: 4247.28 
SIR -0.37 

Al 	9.0 Z 	INCREASE/YEAR: 

PU BASE: 4219.32 
PU CONTROLLED: 4704.82 
SIR -0.24 

AT 	12.0 Z INCREASE/YEAR: 

PU BASE: 5138.38 
PU CON ThOLI_ED: 5284.77 
SIR -0.07 

AT 	15.0 X INCREASE/YEAR: 

PU BASE: 6307.20 
PU CONTROLLED: 6022.83 
SIR 0.14 



III FOURIER SERIES CURVE-FIT VALIDATION 

When a lighting control system which responds to day-
lighting is to be analyzed, daylight calculations must be 
done to supply input to the program. In an attempt to mini-
mize the number of input points required, Fourier series 
curve fitting is used to generate a complete curve from a, 
small number of equally spaced input points. Whether the 
curve generated closely matches actual conditions over the 
course of a day has a significant impact on how closely the 
computer program will predict actual system energy savings. 

Included are comparisons between actual measurements and 
the Fourier series curve generated from a small number of 
input points for two, different daylighting conditions. Both 
sets of data were taken on June 28, 1980 at the Pacific Gas & 
Electric building in San Francisco. As can be seen from 
Figures 1 and 2, the Four let series curve built from five 
input points closely matched measured conditions, and the 
curve generated from only three input points also does a 
reasonable job for most of the points. 



P.G.E. ZONE 3 
SOUTHWEST FACING - 

JUNE 28, 	1980 
CLEAR DAY 	- DRAPES CLOSED 

Civilian Illuminance Civilian Illuminance 
Daylight-Savings On Daylight-Savings On 

Time Ceiling 	(LUX) Time Ceiling 	(LUX) 

8:00 17.8 4:00 123.3 

15 19.3 15 128.5 

30 20.1 30 127.7 

45 19.5 45 128 

9:00 20.9 5:00 127.7 

15 21.4 15 127.5 

30 - 30 - 

45 22.9 45 127.6 

10:00 22.5 6:00 118.4 

15 21.3 15 106.5 

30 20.0 30 93 

45 22.4 45 58.7 

11:00 21.3 7:00 9.9 

15 - 15 10.9 

30 20.1 30 10.2 

45 19.5 4•5 0 

12:00 17.8 8:00 0 

15 17.5 15 0 

30 - 30 -1.4 

45 20.6 45 2.3 

1:00 22.9 9:00 - 1.4 

15 24.5 15 1.6 

30 - 30 0.8 

45 33.3 

2:00 40.9 

15 49.2 

30 - 

45 70.9 

3:00 84.7 

15 96.5 

30 - 

45 - -80- 



I'D YOU UISH rU CHECK INTE E1iAh 	Irk u 
THE ini1 0 SEE iF THE iDIHIS YOU iNPUT (JILL 
(3ENERATE REASONABLE ILLUMINANCE VALUES FOl THOSE 11 

iE 
i:u1 	UflbLh OF t'AYLI&HTING CALCUL,i US 
iJHICH YOU HOPE 10 INPUT 10 L:ThESS THE DAYI-IGH'I'Dib  
Eii-CTS FUR A Li.(AN ODD NUMBER) 

LoNtIiui:'l: OF SITE 

iUtiEER LIF TIME ZONES WESI UI 6REEfIUICH 

IjOUR OF L0CL bUI4RISE, Ji4i 

rATIJRAL ILLUMIrANCE CALCULATED Al: 9.36 12.89 16.42 
21.4 

MANY IMTERI:DLATED 	vii YOU (JISH TO CHECK? 
:5 

INFIJI ImnL OF IJAY FUR IN iEIuLA [ION CHECK 

udERP0$.,ATE ILUThINANCE VALUE IS: 3.0? 

•' .. I w.ATE:o [LLUiiINANLE vALuE IS: 11 .72 

:1N1ERP0L.AkrI ILLUMINANCE VALUE IS: 19.06 

INERFOLATED ILLUMINHNCE VALUE IS: 24.31 

.LNFERFIJL..ATEfl ILLUMINANCE VALUE IS: 2.6.96 
35 

INTEkEOLATEri ILLUMINANCE VALUE IS 26.90 
=9 
:h4TERF'OL,ATED [LLUMINANCE VALUE j 	It 

ifl E fii•w - Eu ILLU:[NAN 	vALUE IS: 20. 05 
10 

IHTERPOLATE:o i1..L1lItE VALUE IS: 1 4.86 

[Ni EIEOLAiEti ii...LUniWHLL Vi',LUL i: 	9.94 

ERE 



IWERFWITEii ILLiAiiCE VALUE 15: 6.51 

LULATELi ILLI.ihIW4CE VriLLJE IS: 	5.J 

:UTERIULATD ILLtJfiINANCE VALUE 	.31 

ITERPULAIEL I1..LUñ1iriCE VALUE IS: 14.9:3 
'I 3 

INTEWOLATED ILLUHP4ACE. VALUE. I. 	25.' 
-13.5 
:[tnERPUL 0 cEll 1LLUIi'1ANCE VALUE IS: $9.84 
'14 
:(NIERPOLATEL' I1.LUhINACE VALUE IS: 56.7:? 
•i4,5 
:EtTERPOLATEl' :[LLL.thINANCE VALUE IS: 75.04 
=15 
:U4TERPOI.ATELi ILLUUI 	iiLr. VALUc. ii; 93.0J 
-150 
INTERPOLATEI' 1LLIJMTNACE Vi9LUE IS: 1 08.89 
:...16 
WERPOLATEii ILLUHINANCE VALUE 19:120.96 

:U1TEFL14 Lii 1L.L1thiiLL VALUE IS: 127.67 

nfl LkiULhIELI ILLUMINANCE VALUE IS: 1 

IIITERF'0LAIE:€I ILLUi1I1IANCE VALUE 0:120.8? 
1 8 

1tTERrOLATEII ILLUHINANCE VALUE 1i 1 v6.65 
1 8 

INTERPOLAIED ILLUiINANCE VALUE IS: 05.75 
•Th? 
.(I4FERFOLATEL iLLUip,iCE VALUE IS: 59.30 

IrITERHJLAIEL' ILLUH1NANIL VALUE IS: 28.95 
=20 
:(NTERFOL.ATEI' ELLIThINANCE VALUE iS: -3.34 
:'JO5 
INTERFOLATEE' ILLUIITNANCE VALUE IS:-35.40 

smwm 



O YOU Uibii i'u CHECK INTERMEL'il'ii E lIlIES OF 
THE DAY TO 5EL IF THE POINIS YOU UIPUT WILL 
GENERATE REASONABLE ILLUNINANCE VALUES FOR THOSE TIlIES 

INPUT THE NUHBER OF DAYLIGHTIN CAi_CULii I 
t4HICH iuJ HOPE TO INFU ....iG EXPRESS 111E DAYLIGHIING 
EFFECTS FOR A iiY. (AN ODE' NIhIBER) 

LONGITUDE UF bITE 	 . 

1U11LEi Ur i IE ZUNES UEST OF 6iELNUiUu 
•1 

lIOUR OF LOCAL SUNRISE, JN21 
:33 
NATURAL ILLLIlIINAIICE CALCULATEEI AT: 8.18 10.54 12.89 15.24 17.60 
.19.3 20 	1 	 /0.5 127 
1-i0W KAHi i0TEROLA1Lu POINTS EU) YOU WISH TO CHECK? 

3O 
INPUT TIME UI:  tA1 FOR INTERrOLATIWI CHECK 

.LtflLrULH jELl ILLUIi4ANCE VALUE i: 	1.46 
-6.5 
INTERF'OLAIEL' IL1UHIh10CE VALUE IS: 5. 7 7 

INitOLATELl 1LLUn1ANCE VALUE IS: I 0.0:7 

:ENTERPOLALLL ILLU 	VALuE IS: 14.26 

.IidERFDLA1ELI ILLUhIUAI4CE VALUE. IS: 18.07 

:(1iE::oL;TLl 1LLthIIfANCE VALuE ii: 21.12  
:9 

:E4TERPOI_ATEb ILLUnINAICE VALUE IS: 23.01 
=9.5 
:IHTERPOLATED ILLUHINANCE VALUE IS: 23.44 

0 
INTERPOLATED ILLUHINANCE VALUE IS: 22.39 
IO5 

I11TLFÜLA LL 	LkiiNAfLL VALUE IS: 20. 11 
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.i.NTERF'OLA I Eu ILLUHIHANCE VALUE IS: 17.54 
•:H5 
INTERPOLATED, :[LLUHINAiCE VALUE IS: 15.51 
-12 
.LIULIUL.1J 1LLUhIACE VALIJc. j:j: I5.29 

:ENTERFULA1 ED 1L1UIuLL VALUE I: 18.0 
-13 

LRIOLA ltD ILLutiLNACE VALUE 15: 24.14 
=13.5 
.LNTERI'ULA jELl 1L.LL1Ui4NCE VALUE IS: 3: j  

I 4 
:[t4TERFOLATELI ILUThINANCE VALUE IS: 50.49 
-14.5 
:1rI:uLlEU LLLUhINAULL viLUE IS: 63.28 

15 
INTEkEULAIELI ILLUhINANCE VALUE IS: 82.3 
15.5 

INTERPOLATED ILLUKINANCE VALUE Is:los.:?o 
•i6 
.INTERFULATEL' ILLUHINANCE VALUE IS: 1 20.97 

.1iiLirtiLns.Ll ILLUUINANCE VALUE 19:131.03 

IiikFOLATEil IL.LUh1NANCE VALUE 16:134.06 
1.1.5 

:Li.ITERPULATEI: [LLUh INAPhE VULUL 15; 1 2s. , 

iNTERFOLATED [I_LUi1Ii0LE VILèJE IS: ii 1533 
1 5 

:TERPoLAitL' IiLUINAL:E VALUE iS: 13.66 

[i'1TEiFULi1Eil ILLI1hINAtCE VALUE IS: 65.22 

.iifl RIkJL.AI tLI 1LLUI1It4AICE VALUE IS: 31.96 
:2o 
[NIL :OLTED  ILLIJijINANCE VALUE Ib: -3.69 

.IflL:RIULATE[ .LLLUiANCE VALJE I0-3906 

mummE 
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P.G.E. ZONE 4 
SOUTHEAST FACING 
JUNE 28, 1980 

CLEAR DAY - 	 DRAPES CLOSED 

Civilian Illuminance Civilian .Illuminance 
Daylight-Savings On, Daylight-Savings On 

Time Ceiling 	(LtJX) Time Ceiling 	(LUX) 	. 

8:00 82.1 4:00 40.5 

15 97.9 .15 41.1 

3V 109 30 41.2 

45 115.9 45 	. 40.6 

9:00 121.2 5:00 40.1 

15 123.5 15 . 	 39.9 

30 7 , 30 - 

45 133.1 . 	
4 .5 : 33.5 

10:00 135.5 r 	6:00 	. . 	 28.5 

15 135.4 15 25 

30 136.4 . 30 23.2 

45 136.4 45 19.8 

11:00 134.1 7:00 16. 

15 128.7 15 16.7 

30 119.5 30 9.6 

45 	. 113.1 . 	 .45 0 

12:00 104.7 8:00 0 

15 	. 95.7 15 - 1.5 

30 - 30 - 	 1.5 

45 	 . 66.5 45 . 	 2.5 

1:00 	. 56.2 9:00 - 

15 . 	 49.2 . 	 15 

30 - 30 .4 

.45 44.3 .  

2:00 44.4 

15 40.1 

30 - 

45 38.9 . 

3 00 39.9 

15 .395 	. . 	 . 

30 - 

45 



iju uil 111 SF1 10 CHELI IUTEI fle111 	TIUS OF 
THE DAI 10 bEE it WE PUi1TS IOU Ii4FUT UILi.. 
:U1Lj.AE REAIMULL 1LL,UiIL.L 	iiL(JL 	Ok iiiSE I 

:htUi THE: NOOM OF L$kYLII,Hi :uu .:LCI.iLAiJUUS 

UFliChi LU NoEL .iu 1ru 	iU EAf't:EiS THE i'AiLlL'HI INI 

:FFELHj IL: 	A ji;,1 - 	hOt'. i4UIu) 

L'Ut,i ii'F.I OF 
12 

,llJ1BEF: Of I.E LUhES UES I OF ELLu..I._.d 

HOUR Or LULhL SUi'RISL, JN:! 

Uii 1UAi_. ILL0IdUlCL L.ALCULI L.L M ;i_ 	12. 9 Ió. 42 

Tj 	2 4 I 2 
HULl.6AM INTERVULRILD Foli4rs to YOU Ui:t1 TOMMY  

Ulr(ii 1 Jiil; OF D& Flik MERP01 i1 iQi C,kL. 

ui.AlLi.l .l..L0nhiil._L VALUE I: 	9J9 

.F F .uEII:oL i iEj:s ILLt.IU.Ur1f:E V im 0 L. .L: 	,? 

.I4I i::.FFOt.Af Ehil LLIJPIIIkINLE VI4LUE ib 	6.b'Q 

UTLiPilI. t1EP :I:I...LUhINANCE VALUE IS: 8.24 

43 
I 14 IEFP3I.iil EU 	NcN[E VALUE 16:103.83  

(i1(IRI°'Ol._AIEI.' 	IL11.lhI1AIICE Y1tLl.JL j.. 1 lj. 

I Lb I LLUN GAOCL VIILHE 15:1 

Ir4ILRIUI .  :IIE1:l IL LkJIl1ILL VAI_I.,JE 13:1 231 

10IEk U L l 1El. jL.LU.iiULL VALUL 10110A  

VALI.iE 	1 	111,11 

I 

MIM 



INTEWULSIED :U_.LUflINAWCE VIILUt 16:100-30  

LidERPOLATEL' IL.LUhI1ANLE VALUE IS: 33.02 

in LRfrULATE[' ILLUn.[ALL vALUE IS 75.54 
I 2 5 

Ir4TERPOi_Ai Ete (LLUflIIANCE VALUE i 	6:3.98 

13 
i4TERPOLAIEu' £LLWiINANCE VALUE IS: 54.23 

13.5 
I4TERPULATED ILLUPUNAUCE VALUE IS: 4683 

14 
I4TERPOLATEL' ILIUPIINANCE VALUE IS: 41.96 

INFERPOLATEE' IL1.U11NANCE VALIJt. 

I 
1iLPOLATEtI ILL06INi-st4CE VALUE t: 38.91 

:i5) 
I,ffERF'ULATE[ 1LLwfINANCE VALUE IS: 39.5? 

6 
(I1TEREULATEIJ iLLUtIr1AkL Vi-tLUL IS: 40.62 

10.5 
1I4TERF0LAiti ILLUPIINANc.E VALUE IS: 41.24 

iinERPOLATEIi ILLUñIUANU VALUE IS: 40.o6 

:Lr1rERP0LATci' ILLUPITNANCE VALUE ib: 

I3 
I1ERFULAiE ILLUNANCE VALUE Is: 3:3.93 

1141 EIP0LATEL' ILLUi1AL:E YtiLiJE 15: 22.42 
= •1 V 
101EiuLATEi' ILLUIII'IANCE VALUE IS: 19.06 

:UITERPOLA1EIi ILIIJPIH4ANCE VALUE IS: 9.33 

:[iJTERF'OLATEt' ILLUKINANCE VALUE IS: -1.08 
=20.5 
:[,ITERF:OLATEU ILLUi'iii4ANLt ,iLUL 	:-1 i 



£') iOU (JISH TO CHECI< IMTERnEL1IfflETIIIES OF 

THE 	( hi jEE IF THE FUii'iS YOU IfPUT UILL 
GENEkATE REASONbLE ILLUMiE VALUES FOR THOSE I IMES? 

Ii4PUT THE UUIIBER OF LiAYLIGHTING CALCULATIOt'45 
thiCi YOU hOPE TO 1N1ui TO EXPRESS THE DAYL1UHIAN6 

EFFECTS FOR A DAY.(ANOIJD NUMBER) 

LONGITULIE OF SITE 

WLJMBER OF TIME ZONES UEST OF GREENWICH 
:9 

hUijk UF LOCAL SU'lRISiE, J(421 
83 

iJ.ATURAL ILLUi1ji4iiL CALCULATEIi Al': 	8. Id 10.54 12.89 15.24 17.60 

-91.9 i36.4 56.:. 3i. 
HO MAI4Y INIll,'POL I A i Ell POINtS DO YOU WISH lU CHECK? 

—Jo 
It1PUT TIME OF ['Al FOR INTERPOLAT10i4 CHECI< 
--0 

WI ERPOLATEI' ILLUMINANCE VALUE IS: 6.51 
:6.5 
INTERPOLATED ILLUMINANCE VALUE i: 

.LfflLRPULATEU IL.LUnIANCE VALUE iS: 465:3 
:5 

:LiIIERPOLArEL' ILLuNINANCE VALUE IS: 68.18 

:14TERP0LATEU iLLUINALE VALUt iS: 90. 11 
Pr 

:[NTERPULAftIJ iLLUM INANCE VALUE 15:110.62 

HjPfljATEfl ILLUMINANLE vALUE IS: 1 2/.h4 j  

:[NTERPULATEL' I1-LUM1NANCE VALUE IS: 138J5 

1i1ERiOLATEE' 1LLUhICE VALUE IS: 141 .15 
I0.5 

[Ni ERI:ULITE[I  ILIUM IiiICE VI-L'J 	i: 1 37.4 

4 

ffimm 



UiERPOLriEi :(LLUNINANCE VALUE 1:125.03 

:FIITERPOLATEI' ILLLJflINA10E VALUE Is:107.74 
:.j2 

:WTERPOLATEB ILLUPtINANCE VALUE IS: 88.02 
=12.5 
INTERPOLATED ILLUPtINAE VALUE i3 68.92 

.[NJERPOLATEI' ILLbPtINANCE VALUE IS: 53.08 

IHERPOLATEi ILLUKINANCE VALUE IS: 42.19 
•14 
:LE4TERPULAELI iLLUtUUjlCL VALUE IS: 3069 

hiL,iuLA'iEi) ILLLJhINANCE VALUE IS: 352 
•I 

:ftTERPOLAfED ILLUnINANCE VALUE Li: 37197 

:ENiEPDLA1 ED ILL1H1INACE VALUE 16: 41.13 

:ENTERpuLA1E' ILLUPt{NANCE VALUE IS: 43.44 
:I c'.5 
INTERPOLATE:c iLLU1IUiCE VALUE IS: 43.61 

TERPOL.ATEtl ILLUPtINANCE VALUE 13: 41.12 
I7.5 

:EitrERPoLATErl ILLUMINANCE VALUE 15: 36.17. 

:urERPoLATED ILLUHINANCE VALUE IS: 29.48 
113 .5 

:[NTERPoLtTEii iLLUi1i4t.. vALUE i: 21.91 
= 19 
:[rEkI-OLATEiI ILLUflIUANCE VALUE IS: 14.16 

:1 11EpoLATEti ILLUHINANCE VALUE IS: 6.61 

1WERPULAYEV iLLUIiINANCE VALUE 13: -'j./ 

1TERPOI_ATELI IL.LUrTNANCE VhLUE iS: -8.14 
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IV DESCRIPTION OF DAYHELP OPTION 

The main program requires daylighting input at certain 

times of the day, centered around solar noon, but does not do 

the actual daylighting calculations themselves. Because of 

this, the times of the day for which daylighting values are 

expected must be known so that these values can be obtained 

prior to running the main program. Program.DAYHELP serves 

this function by supplying the proper times of the day, given 

the site location and the civil sunrise for March 21, June 

21, and December 21. 

Another capability of DAYHELP is that of testing the 

reasonablness of an En  curve built by Fourier series tech-

niques from a small number of calculated input data points. 

Once daylighting values are known for the required input 

times, the total E n  curve can be constructed and intermediate 

times can be checked for the interpolatedvalue of E n  built 

by the series. In this way, a determination can be made as 

to whether the few data points specified represent actual 

conditions close enough, or if more data points must be input 

to build the curve. 

An example of the use of this, program, which is in the 

interactive time sharing mode, is included below. As these 

options are independent of each other, some input data must 

be repeated for each option. 

DO YOU NEED HELP IN DETERMINING THE APPROPRIATE 
TIMES FOR WHICH DAYLIGHTING CALCULATIONS MUST BE DONE? 
=YES 
HOW MANY DAYLIGHTING CALCULATIONS DO YOU HOPE TO DO FOR EACH DAY? 
=3 
LONGITUDE OF SITE 
=100 
NUMBER OF TIME ZONES WEST OF GREENWICH 
=7 
HOUR OF SUNRISE IN CIVIL TIME MR21 
=7 	
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CALCULATE NATURAL ILLUMINANCE AT: 9.29 11.79 14.29 
HOUR OF SUNRISE IN CIVIL TIME, JN21 
=6 
CALCULATE NATURAL ILLUMINANCE AT 	8.69 11.69 14.69 
HOUR OF SUNRISE IN CIVIL TIME, DC21 
=8 
CALCULATE NATURAL ILLUMINANCE AT; 9.63 11.63 13.63 

DO YOU WISH TO CHECK INTERMEDIATE TIMES OF 
THE DAY TO SEE IF THE POINTS YOU INPUT WILL 
GENERATE REASONABLE ILLIJMINANCE VALUES FOR THOSE TIMES? 
=YES 
INPUT THE NUMBER OF DAYLIGHTING CALCULATIONS 
WHICH YOU HOPE TO INPUT TO EXPRESS THE DAYLIGHTING 
EFFECTS FOR A DAY.(AN ODD NUMBER) 
=3 
LONGITUDE OF SITE 
=100 
NUMBER OF TIME ZONES WEST OF GREENWICH 
=7 
HOUR OF SUNRISE IN CIVIL TIME, MR21 
=7 
NATURAL ILLUMINANCE CALCULATED AT; 9.29 11.79 14.29 
=75 100 125 
HOW MANY INTERPOLATED POINTS DO YOU WISH TO CHECK? 
=13 
INPUT TIME OF DAY FOR INTERPOLATION CHECK 
=7 
INTERPOLATED ILLUMINANCE VALUE IS: 8.61 
=8 
INTERPOLATED ILLtJMINANCE VALUE IS: 46.28 
=9 
INTERPOLATED ILLUMINANCE VALUE IS: 70.65 
=10 
INTERPOLATED ILLUMINANCE VALUE IS: 81.95 
=11 
INTERPOLATED ILLUMINANCE VALUE IS: 89.84 
=11.5 
INTERPOLATED ILLUMINANCE VALUE IS: 95.70 
=12 
INTERPOLATED ILLUMINANCE VALUE IS:103.38 
=12.5 
INTERPOLATED ILLUMINANCE VALUE ISd12.21 
=13 
INTERPOLATED ILLUMINANCE VALUE IS:120.63 
=14 
INTERPOLATED ILLUMINANCE VALUE IS:127.51 
=15 
INTERPOLATED ILLUMINANCE VALUE 13:107.60 
=16 
INTERPOLATED ILLUMINANCE VALUE IS; 5580 
=17 
INTERPOLATED ILL'JMINANCE VALUE IS-15.09 
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Time (hours) 

6 	7 	8 	9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

The graph of Figure A.1 shDws what could happen with 

only three input points. Although the Fourier series repro-

duces the input data points exactly, the trea sonable  curve 

created from these points may, in fact, differ quite a bit 

from the actual En  curve known from calculations or measure-

ments. When variations this large exist, the user should 

probably increase the number of input values of En  needed to 

construct the curve. 
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Fig. A.1 Solid line represents curve created by 

Fourier series; dashed line represents 

known daylighting variations over the 

day. Points circled are input values 

ofE 
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V CONCLUSIC'N 

This r.eport, along with the delivery of a computer tape 

of the FORTRAN code of the program completes the requirements 

• 

	

	 for work to be done in the Technical Scope of Work for sub- 

contract 4500910. In that sense, this signals an end to the 

• 	 project, but it also means the beginning of perhaps a more 

important one - supplying the program for use in the public 

domain. This project can be considered a success only after 

the program has been tested enough to be error free and then 

supplied to those interested in using it. The d velopers of 

the program see it as a very useful tool to assist in the 

lighting design process, and its general use should greatly 

enhance the energy related analysis of lighting control 

systems. 

Further testing of the program by several users is 

necessary to surface any remaining flaws in the code and 

comparison calculations against other test installations will 

also prove useful. With the increasing availability of large 

quantities of daylighting information, a more accurate model 

of yearly variations of energy consumption might be possible 

by altering the current program to accept more daylighting 

input values. 
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